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Inspired Racer defense
overcomes charged up Eagles
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Tigers use strong third quarter
to advance in St. Mary's tournament
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MSU performers to present
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Dickens' Christmas set
to open at Expo Center
By KRIS FAZI
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

THURSDAY
NEWS IN BEEF
WORLD
WASHINGTON — Federal
Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan says that oil-price problems
from the Persian Gulf crisis
have pushed the economy into
"a meaningful downturn," confirming private analysts' recession talk. Appearing before the
House Banking Committee on
Walnedsay, he also said the
central bank can do little to
cushion the effect of higher oil
prices on Americans' standard
of living.

STATE
OWENSBORO, Ky. — Two
former top executives of a stateaided mental health agency have
been indicted on felony charges
of filing thousands of dollars in
fraudulent Medicaid claims.
Green River Comprehensive
Care Center's former president,
J. Frank Dearness Jr., and former controller, Roger Jacquess,
were indicted by a Franklin
County grand jury Wednesday.

Final preparations are underway
for the annual "Dickens' Alley"
Christmas celebration.
The event, sponsored by the Sigma Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, is free to the public, and will be Friday and Saturday
night from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center on College Farm
Road.
Set in an 1800s London atmosphere with thousands of white
Christmas lights and greenery, the
event includes musical entertainment with a different group performing every 15 minutes in the
middle of the expo center.
If possible, the groups performing should dress historically appropriate, but it is not a requirement,
Joyce Hughes, entertainment chairperson, said, adding groups should
arrive 15 to 20 minutes prior to
their scheduled time to perform.
Two groups will be performing
simultaneously,.one on center stage
and one at "The Pub," one of the
long gallics at the expo center.
Hughes said there will not be a
piano nor sound system at "The
Pub," but a piano, music stand and
sound system will be provided on
stage. If groups need any further

equipment, please call between 8
a.m. and 5 p.m. Hughes said other
entertainment is needed. Anywe
interested should call 759-9200.
The performance schedule of
15-minute segments are as follows:
Friday on stage, will be the Murray High School Chorus at 6 p.m.;
First Baptist Church Brass Ensemble at 6:15; Front Porch Swing,
6:30; Julie Stone & Friends, 6:45;
Methodist Children's Choir, 7
p.m.;
St. Leo's Children's Choir, 7:15;
Renee Ridley & Friends, 7:30; East
Calloway fifth-grade chorus, 7:45;
Nathan Hughes, 8 p.m.; Women's
Club Choir, 8:15 and Holly Bloodworth and Group, 8:30 p.m.
The same evening, groups performing at "The Pub" are the Murray High School Spanish Club,
6:30; Bryan Hughes and Clayton
Campbell, 7 p.m.; Alan Williams,
7:15; Lynn Griffiths, 7:30; Faye
Austin & Friends, 7:45 and Kyle
Wadley, 8 p.m.
On stage Dec. 1 will be the Murray High School Flute Choir at 6
p.m. and the MHS Brass Ensemble
the following 15-minute segment;
the Calloway County High School
Girls' Choir will perform at 6:30
and Ellie Brown at 6:45. Also performing will be Margaret Boone, 7
(Cont'd on page 2)

SPORTS
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. —
Charles S. Mechem Jr., a retired
Cincinnati television executive,
was named commissioner of the
Ladies Professional Golf Association. The new commissioner
recently retired after 24 years as
chief operating officer of Great
American Communications, formerly called Taft Broadcasting,
in Cincinnati.

FORECAST
Tonight: Clear and cold. Low
20 to 25. Light north wind.
Friday: Sunny and warmer.
High 50 to 55.
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday. or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday-Pt-urged to
call 753-I91b between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Deadly fire

A charred microwave oven sits in the front yard of the home of Helen Shroat after a fire claimed her life
early Thursday morning. Shroat, 79, reportedly died enroute to a Nashville hospital. Investigators will be
at the home today to determine the exact cause of the blaze, according to reports.

Early-morning fire claims life
A Murray woman was pronounced dead on the way to a
Nashville HOspital Thursday morning after reportedly suffering burn
injuries in a fire at her home earlier
,this morning, according to
authorities.
Helen Shroat, 79, was transported to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and later pro-

By RICHARD BENKE
Associated Press Writer
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nounced dead while enroute by
helicopter to Vanderbilt Hospital in
Nashville after a fire broke out in
the utility room/kitchen area of her
home at 1605 Parklane around 1:15
a.m., according to a report from the
Murray Fire Department.
Shroat was treated for burns at
MCCH, according to a hospital
spokesman, and stabilized before

being transported to Vanderbilt.
Shroat's grandson, Joseph, also
living at the home, was reportedly
awakened by smoke and the sound
of his grandmother coughing,
according to_a report from the Murray Police Department.
Finding smoke coming from

t
.

(Cont'd on page 2)

Browning's daughter says her father
standing behind ht6 earlier projection
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BANGKOK, Thailand —
Vietnamese and U.S. experts are
conducting their 12th joint
search for evidence of what happened to 1,676 Americans missing from the Vietnam War. a
U.S. official said today.
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Anne Wells (left) and Carol Bogard of the Murray Woman's Club
Sigma Department were among more than a dozen club members
decorating the West Kentucky Expo Center Wednesday night in preparation for this weekend's Murray Dickens' Christmas Celebration.
The Expo Center will be completely decorated by tonight and activites will begin Friday.

Court upholds
theft conviction
for Burnette and
one-year sentence

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. — A
New Mexico scientist is sticking to
his projection of a 50-50 earthquake probability along the New
Madrid Fault next week, his
daughter says.
However, lben Browning is most
concerned about the ehance of an
earthquake in Japan, Evelyn
Browning Garriss. said Wednesday,
echoing what she told San Francisco radio station KCBS earlier.
"That doesn't mean we stop
being concerned about New Madrid

or less concerned about New Madrid," she said in a telephone interview from her home in suburban
Tijeras. "He's probably more concerned about Japan than any other
place ... including New Madrid.
But he continues to see a 50-50
possibility for New Madrid, and he
hasn't made any changes, except to
be a little less worried about the
Hayward (Fault)."
The Hayward Fault in northern
California made it through a crucial
test last month without movement
when there were several other
earthquakes in latitudes 30 to 60
around the world, including temb-

lors in Iran, the Aleutians, California and a minor volcanic eruption
at Mount St. Helens, Wash., she
said.
Browning was on vacauon and
unreachable for comment at an
undisclosed location Wednesday.
she said.
Browning, 72, has always been
equally - concerned about the
chances of quakes outside the
United States, she said, as his figures have been computed on the
basis of solar-lunar gravitational
stress on latitudes 30 to 60, which
(Cont'd on page 2)

In other words...

How do you view Browning's projection ofan earthquake?
-

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Agriculture Commissioner Ward "Butch"
BUITICILC is a step closer to the
penitentiary. The Kentucky
Supreme Court today upheld his
theft conviction and one-year
sentence.
All seven justices voted to affirm
Burnette's conviction for placing a
ghost employee on the Department
of Agriculture payroll in 1988.
The decision may force Burnette
to confront the issue of his continued service in uffice. After his
first conviction, Bumette's attorney
said the former state representative
would not consider resignation
until his appeals were exhausted.
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Betty Boss
don't know.
"We're not scared but we are
prepared. There's a difference
between what scientists are saying
so you can't be sure at all."

Debbie Harrison
"People cannot predict an
earthquake.
"The ground changes from
moment to moment. We can't predict earthquakes and we shouldn't
let our children think that we can."

•••••

Todd Harrison
"I think it's a hoax.
"I don't think they can predict a
quake down to the day. It's riot a
precise science.
"It's good that everyone's getting prepared, though."

Thomas Tripp
"I don't really believe in it.
"I think it could happen at any
time. Trying to predict an earthquake is like trying to predict the
end of the world to me."

•
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tends to be in the 24 hours afterward," Mrs. Garriss said.
The San Francisco quake (Cont'd from page 1)
(Cont'd from page 1)
occurred Oct. 17, a day after the
include most of North America,
maximum pull, Mrs. Garriss said p.m.; Dot Mason, 7:15; Vickie
Jones, 7:30, Kyle Wadley, 7;45
Asia and Europe.
Wednesday.
Mrs. Garriss, whose academic
For December, Browning singled Anesa Mahfood, 8 p.m. and the
background is in history and
out the New Madrid Fault, which First Baptist Church Hand Bell
anthropology, edits the Browning
runs roughly from Marked Tree, Choir, 8:15.
Performing at "The Pub" SaturArk., through New Madrid, Mo., to
Newsletter, helping her father in
day
night will be Julie Stone at
Cairo, Ill. But he has insisted he
his scientific consulting business.
6:15;
Boy Scouts(Pack 57) at 6:45;
did
predict
earthquakes,
not
but
"I've been weitking with him to
rather made projections of their the Baptist Student Union at 7 p.m.
see how these things he talks about
probability based on observations and Lee Kern, strolling caroler,
affect the economy and society,"
7:15 p.m.
of
vector suit high tidal forces.
she said.
Also featured will be the Baptist
Asked what's the difference
She said she hopes nothing hapStudent
Union drama team, First
between a prediction and a projecpens along the New Madrid Fault
Baptist
Church puppets, Tracy
said:
tion,
"For
Garriss
Mrs.
a prebut that his computations still
diction you need a guru and tea Manning and Jane Marie's street
should be taken seriously.
leaves. What he has been doing is urchins.
"I would hate for my father's
"The Pub" alley will also feature
crunching
numbers and correlations
work to be ignored just because (an
craft
demonstrations and the MHS
earthquake) went off, say, in
and been giving probabilities."
Band
Booster will have a refreshTokyo, and not in Missouri," she
Her father's formal academic
ment booth, selling cocoa, peanuts,
said. "We sincerely hope there
background includes a bachelor's popcorn
and other goodies.
isn't an earthquake here in the U.S.
degree in math and physics from
The
second
alley is devoted to
We just have warned people. I
Southwest Texas State University,
children,
Ruth
Pickens, cothink it would be like a tornado
a master's in zoological bacteriolochairperson of the event, said. A
warning, which people in the Midgy and physiology and a doctorate
storytelling room will feature perwest have dealt with well in the
in zoological physiology, genetics
formers telling Christmas stories.
past. At least, they've been
and bacteriology from the UniverThe Intermission Players from
prepared."
sity of Texas. Mrs. Garriss'and the
Playhouse in the Park will entertain
Browning issued a paper on tidal
1985 "Who's Who" describe him
and Allen Williams will be "Ye
forces in 1985. At that time, he
as a biophysicist.
Ole Juggler." Free Christmas facementioned Oct. 16, 1989, and Dec.
Since he started making his
painting and pine cone decorating
2, 1990, as times of particularly
earthquake projections,Mrs. Garare other activities.
high combined gravitational pull
riss says the family has had little
Pickens said outdoors, visitors
from the sun and moon on areas in
peace.
may
enjoy free horse and buggy
the United States.
"In the last two months, I
..nd
mule
and wagon rides under
On Dec. 2, the highest tidal pull
haven't gone through a single day
in 60 years is predicted on the New
when we haven't had at least 20 the stars. Mr. Darylrumple from the
Madrid Fault, he has said.
calls. Weve received over 1,700 Salvation Army will greet evryone
and the Sigma women and their
"The time of maximum danger
since May," she said.
children will be dressed in 1800s
attire.
The Optimist Club donated 25
trees for decoration, and Pickens
said more magnolia leaves, pine,
strings of white Christmas lights
and extension cords are needed, as
well as vciluhteers to help with the
roasted pig Friday night and Saturday. The pig, donated by Harold
and Kathy Hurt, will be roasted 24
hours and served free to the public
1611 Highway 121 Bypass
Saturday night.
Murray • Kentucky 42071
To volunteer help or donate any
502753-8802
of the needed items, call Pickens or
Jeanne Clark at 762-3125.

Projection...

Dickens'.
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One-vehicle wreck
sends Benton man
to area hospital

COME AND MEET
LT. GOVERNOR BRERETON C. JONES
Candidate for

A one-car accident Wednesday
near Benton sent Orville Woodcock, 60, of Benton, to the hospital, according to a report from the
Kentucky State Police.
Woodcock apparently lost control of his car while attempting to
stop for another car that had
stopped in front of him on Kentucky 408 about 2.2 miles east of
Benton around 11:10 a.m., police
said.
Woodcock's vehicle ran off the
road, struck a ditch and overturned.
police said.
He was treated and released at
.the Marshall County Hospital,
police said.

GOVERNOR OF KENTUCKY
Friday, November 30, 1990
at the following locations:
730
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:30

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

11:15 a.m.
1200 noon
1:00 p.m.

Martha's Restaurant - Murray
Country Store - Kirksey
Stella Grocery - Stella
121 Food Mart - Coldwater
Lynn Grove Grocery - Lynn Grove
Downtown Hazel
-Hazel Community Center
-Other downtown locations
Wisehart's Grocery - Midway
Duncan's Grocery - Hwy. 94 East
Downtown Murray
-Calloway County Courthouse
-Murray City Hall
-Other downtown locations

Sunday morning
Cuba rebuffs U.S.
fire destroys home bid to back U.N.
near Beech Grove jailitary resolution
A fire at the home of Charlie and
Terry Williams near Beech Grove
in Graves County near the Calloway County border left the home a
total loss Sunday morning, according to a report from the Cuba Fire
Department.
Members of the Cuba department as well as the Farmington
Fire Department responded to the
call around 11 a.m., according to
the report.
The fire apparently started near
the utility room of the home but no
definite cause for the blaze was
reported.

Burnette...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Burnette's appeal options are
limited. He can ask the Supreme
Court to reconsider its decision, a
reversal that is rarely granted, or
seek an issue to present to a federal
court and ask for a further stay of
his sentence.
But even if Burnette is incarcerated, he would not have to give up
his office. Kentucky law does not
allow for automatic forfeiture of
office and it would take impeachment and conviction by the General
Assembly to force him from the
job.
The case decided today began in
June 1988 when Burnette hired
Linda Campbell as a secretary in
the department. During the Franklin Circuit Court trial, Burnette and
Campbell tried to show she began
work on June 1.
The prosecution said she did not
actually begin working until June
20, but Burnette arranged for her to
be paid going back to the beginning of the month.
The jury convicted Burnette of
complicity to commit theft by
deception. He was sentenced to a
year in prison and fined $1,500.
Campbell was also convicted but
had her jail term probated. She did
not appeal her conviction.
It was the beginning of a string
of legal problems for Burnette that
continues to this day.
He was later convicted along
with a top lieutenant and a Finance
Cabinet official of theft for billing
the state for charter airplane trips
taken in December 1987, before
Burnette assumed office in January
1988. That conviction is pending
before the intermediate Court of
Appeals.
Most recently, Burnette, 49, was
arrested for allegedly driving under
the influence and speeding in
Woodford County on Oct. 16. He
has pleaded innocent and has
another court appearance scheduled
for Dec. 17 in Woodford District
Court.
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Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy

r

Sponsored by Calloway Countians for Jones
Paid for by Friends for Jones - Annelle S. Fulmer, Treasurer

Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

The-original Disc Furnoce
'Another Hilliard 1.v.imc Capital Idea

Is

disc furnace'w

Put Some
Power In Your
Portfolio.

DUAL CONTROL Model 1500

Rata

Rating

First
Maturity Callable

Pelonis Safe- T-Furnaces
operate below the
combustion point of even
tissue paper Providing
instant heat and generating up to 0 maximum of
5200 STU's(1500W). the
PelOrliS Safe- T-Furnoce
most overage size homes
Pelon,s offers true
Thermostatic Comfort
Control of 50 to 80
ranrenn,ait In most areas
of the,
:ountry cost of
maintaining a room at
700 an be under $1 per
24 hours.

Ad Valorem Taxes

bi Semi-Annual Pay
Guaranteed by U.S. Government Agency
Vised to
Maturity

Exceptionally safe,

Model 1500w can heat
even the largest room in

Tennessee Valley Authority Bond
V Free from State and

was the first of the fon*
of Polon!' Safe-TFurnaces to be certified
and sold in North America

I
Price

8.75% 9.09% AAA 1011119 1994 961/2.

By LISA GENASCI
Assoclaled Press Wnler

The United States held its
highest-level meeting with Cuba in
more than 30 years on Wednesday
night but failed to win its backing
for a proposed U.N. Security Council resolution authorizing force
against Iraq.
Earlier Wednesday, on the eve of
a vote by foreign ministers on the
measure, China's top envoy, Qian
Qichen, said his country would not
back the resolution either.
China is one of the five permanent members of the Security
Council and could veto the measure. But at the United Nations,
diplomats said they didn't expect
such a move and predicted the
resolution would pass.
Secretary of State James A. Baker Ill met with Qian in New York
early Thursday, part of a lastminute lobbying effort before the
planned Thursday afternoon vote.
Both men refused to answer questions before their talk, which began
shortly before midnight at Baker's
hotel suite in midtown New York.
The United States is asking the
Security Council to approve force
against Iraq if its 450,000 troops do
not quit Kuwait by Jan. 15.
Baker met earlier with another
holdout, Cuban Foreign Minister
Isidoro Malmierca, who said he
found the draft resolution's text
"not acceptable."
China wants Washington to lift
economic sanctions imposed following the June 1989 military
crackdown that crushed China's
pro-democracy movement.
Former heavyweight boxing
champion Muhammad Ali was
expected to leave the Iraqi capital
on Saturday with at least 14 American hostages, said a spokesman for
All.
All met Saddam for 50 minutes
on Tuesday after traveling to Baghdad at the invitation of the Iraqi
government.
Iraq has kept hundreds of foreigners from leaving since its Aug. 2
invasion of Kuwait. But it allowed
some to leave this month with visiting politicians, prominent figures
and peace groups.
Three former U.S. hostages left
Iraq Tuesday after relatives went to
Baghdad to plead their case.
John Stevenson, 44, of Panama
City, Ha., a computer specialist
who was in Kuwait for 11 years,
flew into New York late
Wednesday.

Benton woman
injured slightly
in one-car wreck
A Benton woman was injured in
a one-vehicle accident Wednesday,
according to a report from the Kentucky State Police.
Cynthia A. Whitley, 26, of Rt. 9,
Benton, was treated at Western
Baptist Hospital in Paducah for
arm injuries after she lost control
of her car, struck an embankment
and overturned off Kentucky 348
about 3.7 miles west of Benton
around 1:35 p.m., police said.
Whitley apparently lost control
after her car slipped off the shoulder of the road and she overcorrected, driving off the west side of
the highway, police said.
A passenger, 5-year-old Phillip
Sharp, also of Rt. 9, Benton, was
not reported injured, police said.

Fire...
(Cont'd from page 1)
under his bedroom door, Joseph
Shroat broke out of his bedroom
through a window and went to the
front of the home and kicked in the
front door but could not re-,enter
the house due to smoke, police
said.
Fire damage was contained to
the kitchen area of the home but
the rest of the house received heat
and smoke damage, according to a
fire department spokesperson.
Local and state fire investigators
will be on the scene today to determine the cause of the blaze,
according to Murray Fire Chief
James Hornbuckle.

NOW ON SALE $8995

Bush to meet
Israel's Shamir
at White House
in December
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bush will meet with
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak
Shamir on Dec. 11 at the White
House, spokesman Marlin Fitzwater announced Wednesday.
He said Shamir will be in
Washington On a private visit
and Bush will receive him for
talks.
The visit comes during a time
of Israeli concern over
increased U.S. alliances with
Arab nations In the face of the
Persian Gulf crisis. The Bush
administration has courted some
of Israel's staunch enemies,
including Syria, in lining up the
coalition of nations opposing
Iraq's invasion of its neighbor
Kuwait.
However, Bush and other
U.S. officials have insisted that
U.S. friendship and loyalty toward Israel has not diminished.

Joy ride by three
Paducah youths
ends in arrests
A joy ride which began Monday
in Paducah ended Wednesday with
the arrest of three Paducah youths
by authorities in Alabama, according to a published report.
One of the youths reportedly
failed to return a car for sale by
Susan Hack of Paducah after he
had borrowed it for a test drive,
according to reports.
The suspect apparently picked up
two friends and drove to Brentwood, Tenn., where the three apparently stole a Cadillac and left
Hack's vehicle at the scene Tuesday, according to the report.
The youths were reportedly
caught attempting to steal a third
car in Opelika, Ala. Wednesday,
according to reports.
The three, who are in custody in
Alabama, will likely be returned to
Paducah to faces charges there,
police said. They may also face
charges from Tennessee and
Alabama.

KSP officers arrest
suspects wanted
for burglaries
Two suspects were arrested
Wednesday and charged in connection with two recent burglaries in
the Symsonia area, according to a
report from the Kentucky State
Police.
James A. Reeder, 20, of 3405
Cook Street, Paducah, and a
17-year-old juvenile, were arrested
and charged with two counts each
of first degree burglary', police
said.
The charges stem from two different burglaries in the Symsonia
area on Nov. 4 and 19, police said.
Some of the stolen items were
recovered Wednesday and more
charges are pending, according to
the report.
Reeder was lodged in the
McCracken County Jail, police
said.
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Chestnut St.

Caldwell County School District
joined most Purchase Area districts
Wednesday by announcing that
classes will be suspended Monday
and Tuesday in preparation for a
predicted earthquake, according to
a published report.
In a news release, Caldwell
Superintendent Bob Rogers said
the decision to close schools "was
not based on any projection or prediction," but on facts indicating
that a majority of the county's
parents are planning to keep students at home on those days.
Rogers said all activities will be
cancelled those days, but the district's school-age child care program will remain open at Caldwell
Primary School. The program provides day care services for students
in kindergarten through 5th grade
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Saudi league

AP Science Writ*,

Corporal Stephanie Bowlin of Modesto, Calif., the quarterback for the U.S. Marine's Wrecking Crew
touch football team, scores a touchdown against the U.S. Navy's Desert Foxes in their Turkey Bowl game
played at a base in Saudi Arabia Sunday. The Marines won the game 20-13.

Blue Cross plans to introduce
new hospital payment system
The system will be used first at
Alliant Health System, Jewish, SS.
Mary & Elizabeth and Baptist East
hospitals, said Steve Linehan, a
Blue Cross senior vice president.
Those hospitals own 49 percent
of the Alternative Healthcare
Delivery System Inc., which operates the Partners Health Plan in
Louisville. Blue Cross bought the
remaining 51 percent of the health

plan earlier this year.
Currently hospitals are paid a
negotiated fee — based on their
costs — for each day they treat one
of Partners' 50,000 members.
The reimbursement for patients
treated by hospitals but not admitted overnight is still based on
costs, but Linehan said Blue Cross
is examining new approaches to
that system.

How to treat lactose intolerance
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My iiaughter has
been diagnosed with a lactose intolerance. Will this remain throughout her
lifetime? How did she get it?
DEAR READER: Milk sugar (lactose) requires an intestinal enzyme
(lactase) for digestion. If lactose
passes though the intestine undigested, it is fermented by bacteria, leading to gaseous, acidic stools to make
matters worse, undigested lactose
causes diarrhea. Thus, people with
lactose intolerance suffer uncomfortable bloating and irritating loose
stools.
The most common cause of this intolerance is a deficiency in lactase.
Such a deficiency is extremely prevalent: 75 percent of blacks and Indians,
90 percent of Asians and about 20 percent of whites are born with lactase
deficiency
However. Nature provides a method of overcoming this condition: enzyme induction. With repeated exposure to milk and milk products,
children actually begin to manufacture lactase and, by the time they are
out of infancy, they are no longer lactase deficient, they can digest milk.
Thus, most people suffer no symptoms of lactose intolerance until they
enter middle age. Then, because of
normal dietary alterations (which include less milk), lactose intolerance
may reappear. That is, as long as people continue to consume milk, lactase
is formed in the intestine and no

PAGE 3A

Study reveals that 1 in 500 college
students is infected with AIDS virus
By DANIEL 0. HANEY

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Blue
Cross & Blue Shield of Kentucky
Inc—plans to introduce a hospitalpayment system in Louisville on
Jan. 1, modeling it after Medicare's
cost-containment plan.
Blue Cross will pay a flat fee to
hospitals based on a patient's illness rather than on costs incurred
by the hospital in treatment, company officials said.
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symptoms develop; once people reduce lactose consumption, lactase
production halts and milk-induced
symptoms return.
Some children and adults fail to respond to dietary lactose — their lactase deficiencies remain. In such
cases, dietary modification is in order: avoidance of milk and milk products or the use of predigested milk
(Lacta id).
Your daughter may be able to overcome her intolerance by gradually increasing the lactose in her diet, thereby stimulating lactase formation. If
this is unsuccessful, she will have to
consider the restrictions I mentioned.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 29-yearold female and suffer from recurring
calcium deposits, bursitis and tendinitis in both shoulders I've had each
shoulder injected and aspirated to
break up any calcium deposits from
one to three times. Can you explain
this and offer any advice?
DEAR READER: In its attempt to
heal itself, the body sometimes causes
more problems than it solves. For instance, active tendons and joints often
become mildly inflamed because of
repeated movement. With time, the
body lays down calcium deposits in
these tissues to prevent damage. After a while, however, the deposits
themselves irritate surrounding tissues. Pain and stiffness result. These
conditions are called calcific tendinitis and calcific bursitis.
Doctors often prescribe anti-inflammatory drugs, such as Butazoli-

BOSTON — About one in 500
U.S. college students is infected
with the AIDS virus, and further
spread of the deadly disease is likely on campuses unless students
change their sex habits, a study
concludes.
Based on the new findings, the
U.S. Centers for Disease Control
estimates that between 25,000 and
35,000 college students are
infected with HIV, the AIDS virus.
"Risky behaviors are occurring,
and now we know we have the
infection. It is cause for concern
and appropriate attention," said
Dr. Helene D. Gayle, who directed
the study.
The CDC study is the first
nationwide attempt to judge the
presence of HIV on college campuses, said co-author Dr. Richard
P. Keeling of the American College
Health Association.
It shows that the virus is probably about as common there as in the
public at large.
However, the researchers cauboned that AIDS could still spread
dramatically among college students, just as some other sexually
transmitted diseases have done.
"I think probably the most
important thing from this study is
that it shows us the potential," said
Keeling. "The combination of a
sexually transmitted disease tossed
into campus behavior has the
potential for very serious consequences in the future. It also shows us
we have an opportunity to prevent
that."
The study was based on random
testing of blood samples drawn
from 16,863 students at 19 schools,
most of them large state universities. It found that two-tenths of 1
percent of the students were
infected with the virus.
"This is both good news and bad
news," commented Leighton Ku, a

public health specialist at the
Urban Institute in Washington.
"It's good that it's not sky high, as
some might have feared. But it's
bad that it's there at all."
Among other results of the
study, published in Thursday's
New England Journal of Medicine:
—Overall, the survey found 30
AIDS-infected students. All but
two of them were men.
—The infection rate was half of
1 percent for men and two-

hundredths of 1 percent in women.
—Those over age 24 were seven
times more likely than younger students to be infected.
—At 10 of the 19 campuses, the
survey turned up no AIDS infections at all.

The researchers noted that the
risk of AIDS for college students is
far lower than among some other
groups, such as male homosexuals
and drug abusers.
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din or Indocin, to reduce thepain of
calcium deposits. If this therapy is ineffective, cortisone/Novocaine injections into the deposits may reduce
pain and inflammation.
If symptoms persist, surgery may
be necessary to remove the calcified
areas. This should be a last resort because the medication and the injections are usually effective, and their
benefits ordinarily last weeks or
months.
Because you have had an unsatisfactory response to therapy, I suggest
you seek a referral to an orthopedic
specialist, who can advise you whether to consider surgery.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report An Informed Approach To
Surgery." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $1.25 with
their names and addresses to P.O. Box
91369. Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be
sure to mention the title.
01990 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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PERSPECTIVE
Is Islam an enemy
of the United States?
To some Americans, searching
for a new enemy against whom to
test our mettle and power, after the
death of communism, Islam is the
preferred antagonist. But, to
declare Islam an enemy of the
By Patrick J.
United States is to declare a second
Cold War that is unlikely to end in
Buchanan
the same resounding victory as the
first.
High among the declared goals
As Dr. Crane, a convert to Islam,
of U.S. policy in the Gulf is the
writes, it is not the real America
restoration of the "legitimate gov- that is despised in the Arab or
ernment" of Kuwait and restoring
Muslim world. America's republi"stability" to the Gulf region. can institutions and traditional valRestoring the status quo ante is vit- ues, political freedom and material
al to the New World Order that is prosperity, equality of rights and
the new "vision" of President technical proficiency, are all
Bush.
admired. What is hated is the ugly
While, for weeks, Americans face that modernism and posthave debated the wisdom of going
modernism present: the pornograto war to achieve those ends, not phy, crime, narcotics, public indeenough debate has been devoted to cency, polluted culture, insulting
the utopian character of the ends attitude toward religion, i.e., secuthemselves.
lar humanism's relentless war
"President Bush is staking his
against the sacred.
own future and the future of the
"The Muslim fundamentalists'
Republican Party," writes former
common error lies in their failure
Ambassador Robert D. Crane, "on
to understand that the diabolical
maintaining the status quo by rolldegeneracy in America, which so
ing back Iraq forces from Kuwait.
many experienced as students in
And he is doing this as part of a
our
universities and later as politiglobal strategy to consolidate a Pax
cal leaders in a protracted conflict
America with Europe or Japan or
against our economic and political
both, because he sees this aa a
imperialism, is not America, but
trend resulting from the demise of
only a caricature of it," Crane
the bipolar world. But, President
argues for a new alliance, against
Bush has transformed this vision
secular humanism, of all the Peointo the pursuit of a unipolar world
ples of the Book: Christian, Jew
empire, similar to the 19th century
and Muslim.
Pax Britannica designed to bring
"The real power in the next half
peace and enlightenment to
century," he believes, "like the
mankind.
dominate power in the first half of
"Of all the alternatives possible
the 20th century, may be ideative.
for U.S. foreign policy, this is the
After four centuries of the 'death
only one without even the remotest
of God' culminating in Marxism,
possibility of success."
the big, new historical force now
The Arab establishment with
emerging from the ashes of Westwhich we have aligned ourselves,
ern secularism may be the episteCrane argues, represents to milmology of transcendence." This is
lions of Arabs and Muslims a stanot a force to be defeated by airtus quo that they equate with estabborne troops or M1A1 tanks.
lished injustice. To them, it is the
Before Mr. Bush proceeds with
residue, the detritus, of Western
his utopian project of building a
imperialism. They do not seek to
New World Order, he would do
preserve the old order, but to overwell to consider the sandy ground
turn it.
By aligning ourselves, on which he builds, and the
actuarmilitarily, with that Arab establishial table of his co-architects.
ment, Crane argues, Mr. Bush has
The Germans and Japanese have
aligned America with a dying past. shown a studied reluctance to join
Assume a success for American
in paying the cost of the New
arms, the crushing of Iraq, the World Order. Mr. Bush's principal
destruction of Saddam Hussein. bulwark, Margaret Thatcher, is
Would that produce stability? How approaching her final days. None
long, after that, will the emir of of her putative successors is
Kuwait sit on his throne? Can remotely so pro-American, nor so
peace conceivably be a byproduct pro-interventionist, when it comes
of a war in which American bombs to using troops to bring "stability"
fall on Arab soldiers and cities to the Third World.
alike? Is it realistic even to hope
In Western Europe, the odds
so?
grow that the Economic CommuniWhen Arab peoples have been ty will become an inward-looking,
consulted in a democratic way on protectionist bloc, with little interwho should rule them, they have est in helping Mr. Bush police the
answered lately by giving power to world.
Islamic fundamentalists in Algeria,
In the Soviet Union, Mr. Bush's
Tunisia, Jordan. Islam's attraction great partner Mikhail Gorbachev,
is growing in an Arab world that faced with a disintegrating empire,
promises to double in population in is taking on dictatorial powers,
the next quarter century to 400 million. With 900 million adherents, threatening any seceding republics
Islam is surging. Even in the with the Red Army.
The world appears on the preciUnited States, the fourth largest
denomination, after Catholics, pice of change as radical and hisSouthern Baptists and United toric, in frontiers and societies, as
Methodists, with 6 million adhe- in 1917-18, when the old empires
rents, is Muslims. Episcopalians in of the Hohenzollems and Hapsthe United States are not even half burgs, Romanovs and Ottoman
as numerous as the followers of the Turks, all collapsed at once. Stability is nowhere in the cards.
Prophet.

FROM PAT'S
VIEWPOINT

Today In History

•

Today is Thursday, Nov. 29, the 333rd day of 1990. There are 32 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
One hundred years ago, on Nov. 29, 1890, the first Army-Navy football
game was played, at West Point, N.Y. Navy beat Army 24-0.
On this date:
In 1530, Cardinal Thomas Wolsey, onetime adviser to England's King
Henry VIII, died.
In 1981, actress Natalie Wood drowned in a boating accident off Santa
Catalina Island, Calif., at age 43.
In 1986, actor Cary Grant died in Davenport, Iowa, where he had scheduled a public appearance, at age 82.
In 1987, a Korean Air jetliner disappeared off Burma, with the loss of
all 115 people aboard; South Korean authorities charged North Korean
agents had bombed the aircraft.
Ten years ago: President Carter met with several top officials at the
Camp David presidential retreat to discuss clarifications of the U.S.
response to Iran's demands for release of the American hostages.
Five years ago: Two spacewalking astronauts from the shuttle Atlantis
assembled a 45-foot beam and a pyramid-shaped structure in a test of
techniques that might be used in future space construction.
One year ago: Indian Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi announced his resignation following the failure of his ruling party to hold onto its majority in
Parliament foliowing general elections.
Today's Birthdays: S
yin Scully is 63. Sen. Paul Simon,
M., is 62. Musician Ok Mangiooe is 50. Skier Suzy Chaffee is 44.
Comedian Garry Shandling is 41. Actor-comedian Howie Mandel is 35.
Actress Cathy Moriarty is 30.
Thought for Today: "Superstition is the rtlipon of feeble minds." —
Edmund Burke, British lISICSITIRD (1729- 1 79'n.
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McNally continues MSU's winning
tradition in creative writing
T.M.(Mike) McNally could pass
as a teenager, though he's 29 years
old. A tangled shock of dark curls
and a slow, shy smile add to the
boyish effect, as do the worn jeans
and the shapeless green sweater
that reveals the neckline of the
white tee-shirt underneath.
At first glance, McNally looks
young and vulnerable, as if he
might need to be reminded to wear
a jacket when it's cold outside. But
when he starts talking about his
writing, there is no mistaking that
he is mature, sensitive and ardently
committed to a lifetime of writing.
Those who read his work take
Mike McNally seriously. In fact,
this year's judges of the prestigious
Flannery O'Conner Award gave the
top prize to T.M. McNally's first
book, Low flying Aircraft. McNally will receive a $1,000 check and
his book will be published in 1991
by University of Georgia Press.
Mike McNally has been working
at fiction nearly non-stop since he
graduated from the Master's of
Fine Arts program at Arizona State
in 1987. He's published his stories
in a number of literary journals
including Appalachee Quarterly,
Hayden's Ferry Review, Northwest
Review, and Quarterly West; and
one of his pieces was recently
selected for the anthology Best of
the West. Out of the 14 stories in
Low Flying Aircraft, 11 have
already appeared in print in various

MAIN ft
STREET
By Constance
Alexander
publications.
The Flannery O'Conner Award
was the first competition that
McNally had ever entered, and
Low Flying Aircraft was selected
from nearly 400 submissions of
published and unpublished writers.
Receiving such an award means
more than money and publication
for McNally. It's a validation of
what he's been struggling with in
the past few years. "It's public acknowledgement that sitting in a
closet and writing for two years is
worthwhile," he quips.
Though he says he's never once
been at a point with his work that
he thought he might stop writing,
McNally admits that encouragement like the Flannery O'Conner
Award is crucial to developing writers. Part of the reason is that
O'Conner is "the boss of faith,"
according to Mike.
"There are so many reasons not
to write," he observes, referring to
the physical, financial and emo-

tional obstacles Flannery O'Conner
faced in her writing career. "It's
hard to sustain yourself while
you're writing," he added, alluding
to stretches in his own life in
which he lived on $300 a month
while he worked on his stories.
Mike McNally is in his second
year of teaching in the Creative
Writing Program at Murray State
University. He believes that his
award is not only good for him, but
good for the department as well.
He points out that MSU has had a
series of fine instructors in the
program, including prize-winning
poet Chris Davis, and fiction writers James Hannah and Chris Buckley, both of whom have received
many honors for their writings.
Buckley presented a reading of his
current work last week at the university as part of the New Madrid
Reading Series, of which McNally
is co-organizer. And tonight, Nov.
29 at 7 p.m., one of McNally's
writing teachers, Ron Carlson, is
slated to read at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery on the 4th floor of the Fine
Arts Building.
Ron Carlson influenced McNally's writing because of the encouragement he offered when the young
writer was working on his MFA at
Arizona State. "He told me what I
was doing was right," McNally
recalls.
Mike also credits writer Rita

Hi

Dove, another instructor at Arizona
State, with providing moral support
for his work while he was in
school. Both Dove and Ron Carlson told him "to keep on doing
what I was doing."
T.M. McNally has followed that
advice faithfully. Right now, he's
working on two books — another
volume of short stories and a
novel. He describes the works as
companion books, but does not
reveal any other specifics.
He does admit that many of the
people he writes about are "on the
edge of chaos. They're standing on
the top of a cliff saying, 'Okay,
knock me off.—
According to McNally, "Writers
explore the human condition — the
things we all go through — in
ways that other people don't necessarily see." He cites the example of
falling in love, saying that most
people forget what it's like.
"We become numb," McNally
claims, "but writers stop that. They
write about it and remember for
us."
The public is invited to attend
the Ron Carlson reading at 7 p.m.
in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery.
Carlson will be introduced by his
student and recent winner of the
Flannery Award, T.M. McNally.
For additional information, contact the MSU English Department
at (502) 762-2401.
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KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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PEAK*411.1410.111 A tat SIT. 1.40 SI MARV
V.Ni In AT 101111
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Wednesday's winning numbers selected by the
Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky
Cash: 1 - 1 - 4. Lotto:
10-16-23-34-35-38. Estimated
jackpot: $1.25 million.
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By JO BURICEEN
Ten years ago
Pictures of Murray High School
Band participating in Macy's
Thanksgiving Day Parade in New
York City on Nov. 27 are published. One features Kellie Overbey
in an alto trumpet solo.
Mrs. John Rowlett of Buchanan,
Tenn., won $10,000 in the Readers
Digest Sweepstakes.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Carr, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Boyd, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Gene
Kennedy, Nov. 15; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Erie E. Edwards, Nov.
18; a boy to Ricky D. and Terrie
Burkeen, Nov. 21.
Local members of Third Army
of Gen. Patton's 44th Anti Aircraft
Field Artillery Battalion in World
War II held a reunion at Colonial
House Smorgasbor41, Murray.
Twenty years ago
The trailer home of Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth (Skip) Keel on Ledbetter
Church Road was destroyed by fire
on Nov. 27.
Deputy Sheriff Maurice Wilson
and Jailer Wimpy Jones are pictured replacing a large concrete
ball which apparently was blown
off of the Robert E. Lee Monument
in Calloway County Court Yard.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Julius J. Teshe, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Thorne, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. John Sigle and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Darryl Hill,
Nov. 20; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
David Palmer, Nov. 23.
4

Thirty years ago
Students from bands at Murray
High School with Irvin A. Gilson
as director and at Murray College
High School with Phillip Shelton
as director will attend 13th annual
Quad-State Band Festival at Murray State College on Dec. 5.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Knight and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Don Grogan.
Mrs. Ray Kern, Mrs. Al Lampe,
Mrs. Clarence Rohwedder and Mrs.
John Resig are newly elected officers of Altar Society of SL Leo
Catholic Church.
Forty years ago
Pictured is an artist's drawing of
the new sanctuary planned by College Presbyterian Church at Main
and 16th Streets. The cost will be
about $35,000.
Banks of Calloway County were
hosts for a recognition dinner and
meeting for farmers of Calloway
County that participated in and
helped judge the 1950 Green Pasture Program. The event was Nov.
24 at Murray Woman's Club
House.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Miller, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Ira B. Taylor and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Luther Washburn, Nov. 21.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Gray Fuqua
of Parma, Mo., are the guests of
their parents. Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Fuqua and Mrs. Lonnie
Eldridge.
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Higher supplies, lower prices for farm produce should keep food costs down
WASHINGTON tAP)- A drop
in the value of some major commodities at the farm level will be a
key factor in holding down consumer food prices next year, an
Agriculture Department economist
said Wednesday.
"Larger supplies of (farm produced) foods will have a strong
influence on food prices in 1991,"
Ralph L. Parlett Jr. told the depart-

ment's annual outlook conference.
"The farm value of food, that
portion of the consumer dollar
which goes to farmers, is expected
to average nearly 6 percent below
1990," he said.
Parlea's comments followed the
USDA's forecast on Tuesday that
consumer food prices in 1991 will
climb only 2 percent to 5 percent,
compared with a 6 percent gain this

By Abigail
Van Buren

year and 5.8 percent in 1989.
Retail food prices in the past two
years have shown the sharpest
back-to-back increases since they
jumped 8.6 percent in 1980 and 7.8
percent in 1981.
Alter that burst, food prices rose
mostly at an annual rate of 2 percent to 4 percent - until the last
two years.
Parlett said farm prices, costs of
processing and distribution, and
consumer demand are the three
major factors affecting food prices.

"Farm prices were pushed up in
1990 because of tight supplies of
some farm commodities," he said.
"Costs beyond the farm gate for
processing and distributing food
increased about 7 percent, reflecting increased use of inputs and
higher input prices."
Also, consumer demand for food
remained relatively strong in the
first half of 1990, although Parlett
said decreasing real disposable
income in the second half has probably dampened that demand.

DEAR ABBY: My husband chose
to be a nurse because he truly loves
to care for sick people,and no health
professionals spend More time with
the people they care for than nurses.
He anticipated some kidding and
even some possible discrimination
, from the female nurses he works
with, but we never expected what
we've heard from complete strangers.
Someone said,"Oh, what a sissy
job for a man." Another person had
the nerve to ask ifhe had flunked out
of medical school!
Abby, he is very good at his job.
The patients and co-workers have
raved about his competence and
caring.
•
Nursing hascome a long way since
Florence Nightingale, and because
ofdedicated men like my husband,it
will progress even further.
PROUD NURSE'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE:Male nurses are
not as rare as most people might
assume. According to Dr. P.
Rosenfeld ofthe National League
for Nursing,there are currently
more than 67,000 male nurses in
the nation, and the number is
growing each year.
This year, at Columbia
University's School of Nursing,
one-third of the students are
male.

DEAR ABBY:I read with interest
the letter from "Baffled in Vancouver," whose 49-year-old husband
began acting peculiarly. She said he
went outside to turn on the lawn
sprinkler in full view of the neighbors wearing only his boxer shorts.
Then she came home from work to
find him preparing supper in nothing but a T-shirt. She said such
conduct was totally out of character
for him.
Thank God you advised her to get
her husband to a doctor for a complete examination from the neck both
ways.
•
My 47-year-old husband also
began acting peculiarly. I wasted a
year being angry at him because he
refused to see a doctor.
When his judgment became visibly impaired, I practially dragged
him to our family physician. II had
told the doctor in advance about the
alarming changes in my husband's
behavior.)
The physician referred him to a
neurologist,and after extensive testing, it was discovered that my husband had a rare form of dementia
called "Pick's disease," which is
similar to Alzheimer's but strikes
people at. a _much younger age -between 40 and 60. Inappropriate
behavior and poorjudgmentare early
symptoms, and like Alzheimer's,
there is no known cure.
Abby, I don't want to frighten
"Baffled," but if her husband has
eitherAlzheimer's or Pick's disease,
the sooner she gets involved in a
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VHS VCR With Remote

Reg. 219.95

15995199.95
Reg.

Dual cassette. 2-speed turntable 013-1240
BARGAIN! Save on complete stereo systems' Priced from $119 95 to 5599 95

Listen to your favorite CDs anywhere
you go. Headphones
extra. 042-5017
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Per Month•

Low As $15 Per Month •

Holland Drug Co.

poducah's most interesting store

Keep in Touch With Our
Handheld Cellular Phone

•

Low As $20 Per Month -

WE'LL WRAP IT • • •
WE'LL SEND IT

Honnon Plaza

Don't Miss Out on the Biggest Savings of the Season!
Coupons Good Thru 12/1/90 Only. Don't Delay, Shop Today!

$50 OFF COUPON

Sale! Cordless Phone
Convenience for Less

rille

3DAYS ONLY
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DEAR ABBY:I had to laugh when
I read the letter from Dan in Chula
Vista. He told how he had made a
tape recordingofhis neighbor's barking dog,then played it for the neighbor the next day.
A friend of mine did the same
thing. Only he recorded his
neighbor'sshouting and cursing with
his wife in the wee hours of the
morning. Then he played it back
unclip- their bedroom window at 6

109 S. Fourth St.

VVET2f FIGHTING FOP
YOUR LIFE

III NM

ate alidtelsoial dollars oft sale hews'

***

01990 Omicron laioneriviel

American Heart
Association

MOST STORES OPEN LATE
NIGHTS TIL CHRISTMAS

support group, the easier it will be
for all concerned.
BEEN THERE

Europe found that an ingredient in
the aptly named product Food Source
One actually caused people to lose
weight, even though specifically instructed not to alter normal eating
patterns, according to one study published in the prestigious British Journal of Nutrition. Researchers in an
earlier study had speculated that the
weight loss was due to a decrease in
the intestinal absorption of calories.
While the development of Food
Source One, a project of National
Dietary Research, would not be used
to sucrp_ssfully fulfill its original goal,
the discovery has been a windfall for
overweight people. A Daytona Beach,
Florida woman fighting a weight battle
for 12 years used the product on the
recommendation of her physician and
lost 30 pounds. She stated,"Not only
have I lost 30 pounds but my cholesterol has dropped from 232 to 143. I
have two closets full of clothes which
have not fit me in two years that lean
now wear." In a separate report, a
telephone interview revealed that a
Wilmington,North Carolina pharmacist lost 14 pounds in 15 days on the
product and was never hungry.
Food Source One is available
through physicians and pharmacies
without a prescription because it is
not a drug and contains only natural
ingredients already known to be safe.
Copies of the referenced study are
available free from National Dietary
Research,Suite 553, 1377 K Si,Washington, DC 20005, however please
include $2 postage & handling for
each request.

reduce inflationary pressure on
prices."
Parlett said higher oil- prices
"will have a limited effect on the
costs of processing and distributing
foods" next year.
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AMERICA'S TECHNOLOGYSTORE
1.1111111111111111111MINNI

Nursing No Longer Considered
To Be Woman's Work Alone

Looking at the new forecast for
1991, Parka said it involves a
number of uncertainties concerning
the general economy and the crisis
in the Persian Gulf. But larger supplies of some commodities, including dairy products and poultry, will
help the overall price average from
soaring.
"In any case, a slowdown of the
economy will have a dampening
effect on retail prices," he said.
"Declines in personal income
weaken consumer demand and

Base-to-handset paging Tone/pulse
*43-554

Weighs less than six
ounces. yet sounds
great' #12-125

3911?.7E9a.:P51
Just right for dorms or
small apartments
*40-4036

0% INTEREST ALL COMPUTER PRODUCTS*
Family PC
Save $100 79990
GIGANTIC
Easy-to-Use
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seer
On TV

TANDY
1000 RL
With Color
Monitor

1111111.11*11111111111MIP'^

Low As $25 Per Month •

Reg Separate
Items 899 90
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FREE GIFT WRAPPING ON
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_MURRAY TODAY
A View
from Abroad
By Stacy Overbey
This is a story of a celebration of
Thanksgiving in exile.
Far, far away from the shore of
Massachusetts, in a very small
country called Switzerland, a
homesick American woman
decided to bring together many of
her foreign friends to observe the
holiday of the fourth Thursday of
November.
They celebrated on Saturday
because elieryone had to work on
Thursday and Ftiday, too, of
course. It felt a bit anti-climactic,
but the festive spirit was strong
enough to overcome the delay.
By the time the guests arrived,
the last of the weak winter sun had
disappeared from behind the huge
copper beech tree outside the win-

Mobile Home
Insurance
At
Affordable Prices ,
Call Us Today:

MTG Insurance
502-7534000

dow. Snow that fell earlier in the
week (on Thanksgiving proper,
actually) still covered the ground
and the eaves of neighboring
houses.
Inside, there was a fire in the
fireplace and candles all around
and it was warm and gemuetlich.
Comforting smells of food cooking
and simmering filled the apartment.
Present for the occasion were:
two Norwegians; two Germans
who later became U.S. citizens;
two Swiss-Italians; four German
Swiss; and two full-blooded,
native-born, true-blue Arnurricans.
Though everyone was at least
bilingual, by unspoken consensus
the language of the evening was
English. It was obviously appropriate, considering they were celebrat-

Predator II
(R)

Rocky V
(PG13)

Child's Play II
(R)
Jacob's Ladder
(R)

Two newborn admissions, dis- Murray; Mrs. Laura Bland, 500 200 Pine Ext., Murray.
missals and one expiration at North Fifth Si, Murray;
Expiration
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Charles D. Clark, 801 South 16th
William Clayton Adams Sr. 1632
for Wednesday, Nov. 28, have been St., Murray; Mrs. Mary Marvel, West Olive Si, Murray.
.released as follows:
Newborn"admissions
• Kelly baby boy, parents, Joetta
and Jim, Rt. 3, Box 376, Murray;
Noles baby girl, parents, Kimberley and Gary, P.O. Box 235,
Benton.
Dismissals
Frances Drake
Ms. Betty Singleton, Rt. 7, Box
FOR FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1990
20, Mayfield; Mrs. Marsha Ann ARIES
types meet with commercial opporDunlap and baby girl, Rt. 1, Hazel; (Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
tunities today. Travel and recreation
Miss Jennifer Hill, Rt. 1, Box
Career strivings will meet .with are happily accented.
575, Dexter; Mark K. Howard, Rt. success today, but you may spend too LIBRA
4, box 189, Benton; Mrs. Faye much now while seeking pleasure. (Sept.23 to Oct.22)
tft
Cox, Rt. 10, Box 753, Benton;
Evening hours you'll need to comThere's a need to meet a close tie
Mrs. Sheila Green, 1000 Brook- promise with a close tie about a half-way about a financial concern.
Family interests are your major
view, Benton; Mrs. Norma Karnes, money concern.
priority now. Guard against an extraRL 1, Box 243, Kirksey; Miss Tif- TAURUS
Per vagant use of credit.
fany Dianne Turner, Rt. 2, Box (Apr.20 to May 20)
Be sure to follow through on a SCORPIO
195, Hazel;
promise made to a family member. (Oct.23 to Nov.21)
-Mrs. Donna Lynn Carroll, RL 9,
Matters inyolving education, travel,
Be willing to share duties now and
Box 483, Benton; Woodrow Col- and
publishing are favored now. don't feel the necessity to call all the
lins, Rt. 10, Box 176, Benton; Mrs. Stress cooperation tonight.
shots. Be cooperative, and underEleanor Miller, P.O. Box 83, New GEMINI
standings are easily reached with
Concord;
close ties.
(May 21 to June 20)
Novis McClain, Rt. 1, FarmingSome you deal with today exagg- SAGITTARRJS
ton; Mrs. Barbara Parker, 822 Fox erate. You'll be doing research on an (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
de
Meadows, Murray; Timothy Lynn investment or financial concern. You
Work progress is erratit but
Steffey, 803 Sycamore St., Murray; could run into some difficulties with assured now. After a few bouts with
distraction, you'll settle down to do
Mrs. Beatrice Lundrigan, 1304 a job project.
the job you're capable of.
South 16th St., BIO, Fox Meadows, CANCER

(PG13)

Full Color Booklet
On PFAFF Sergers
or Sewing Machines

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun.
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

Earfadd

Rent sour mos les • at the musics!
loos l'he.tnut
753.3:114

Sewing Machine Co.

Hwy. 68 Near 1-24 1E111 161 Reidland, Ky.
or 1-800-525-7845

898-7301
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Your Personal Horoscope
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Observing sixth birthday

Bobby Allen Roger Ives Jr. is observing his sixth birthday today, Nov
29. He will be celebrating with a party at Pagliai's on Saturday after
noon with family and friends planning to attend. He is the son of Lisa
Jeffrey of Rt. 1, Farmington, and Bobby Ives Sr. of Washington state.
He has one brother, Anthony Jeffrey, 3. His grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. L.C. Winchester of Rt. I, Farmington, and Mr. and Mrs.
Mryon Ives of 2012 Oakgrove, Benton.

Hope arrives late at ship
LONG BEACH, Calif. (AP)Bob Hope was 90 minutes late for
mess aboard the USS Peleliu but
still found time to joke with his
Navy honor guard.
"I'm thrilled just to find this
place," the comedian said Tuesday
after finally boarding the amphibious assault ship for a dinner saluting his 50 years of volunteer work.
Hope and his wife, Dolores,
were caught in a traffic jam and
then couldn't find the ship at Long
Beach Naval Station.

"You're my honor platoon, huh?
Let's go into Long Beach and find
the hot spots, guys," the 87-yearold entertainer said.
Hope received the National Volunteer Center's George W. Romney
Citizen Volunteer Award for his
many years of entertaining U.S.
troops abroad.
The award is named after the
former Michigan governor. The
center coordinates services by
800,000 volunteers nationwide.

Bazaar chanvd to Dec. 8

offi

(June 21 to July 22)
CAPRICORN
Try not to let things slide on the job (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
today. Visits with friends are highYou may resent a friend's interferlighted now, though you may be ence now. Pleasure interests
are
surprised at someone's envious dis- happily accented. Guard against
position.
extravagance in the use of credit, but
LEO
cot do enjoy yourself.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
AQUARIUS
If you'll keep plans realistic, you'll (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
make considerable progress with job
Live up to commitments made to
interests today. Avoid pie-in-the-sky others. Home and family are
the
schemes and concentrate on immedi- center of your activities today. You're
ate opportunities.
ready now to get some household
VIRGO
chores out of the way.
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
PISCES
*Woe
You may be dealing with someone (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
moor
who is opinionated now. Creative
Laziness could be a problem for
you now. Stay on top of current
.assignments. Social life is pleasantly
accented, though a friend may ask a
favor of you.
YOU BORN TODAY have creative
talents but must watch a tendency to
be fixed in your ideas. You're clever
with words and can succeed in a
writing or speaking occupation.

FREE

GtISt

tzi(vii
.....s....

Except for the day, and the lack
of TV football games, it was a
pretty traditional Thanksgiving,
which means they ate, and ate, and
ate some more. What did they eat?
Well, fortunately the expatriate
American community and their
consumer demands have gotten big
enough in Zurich so that some
designer grocery stores now import
the ingredients essential for such a
meal.
Yes, there was a turkey, a bigbreasted, beautiful bird flown in
fresh (?) from the U.S. of A. Ruby
red cranberry relish, emerald green
vegetables, and burnt orange pumpkin pie added bright, gem-like
accents to the spread. Carrot soup,
cranberry bread, pecan pie, and a

splash of bourbon in the pumpkin
pie were the cook's personal
touches.
The obligatory extra card table
was jury-rigged next to the main
table, and covered with a poorfitting cloth. Half the guests sat on
shaky folding chairs, and none of
them had much elbow room but no
one seemed to mind. The platters
of food and bottles of wine went
round and round, the talk got louder and more animated, the faces
looked flushed and happy.
• • •
The long four-day weekend
would've been appreciated,
would've allowed plenty of time
for digesting, finishing up leftovers, running the dishwasher several
times, washing the gravy-spotted
tablecloths, putting away the serving pieces that been dug out of the
depths of the cupboard - in general, for recovering. But even though
cleaning up chores remained the
Monday morning after, the hostess
heard herself saying to the women
who called to thank her, We'll do it
again next year.

Babies, dismissals, expiration listed

fa.

Open I I:.1,71 to Winn

ing the original, most fundamental
of American holidays.
Some of the guests were not
quite clear on what Thanksgiving is
all about, so the two Americans
took turns telling the story of the
Pilgrims and the Indians, Miles
Standish and Pocahontas, though
the part about Pocahontas didn't
really seem to fit.
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St. Leo Catholic Church's Women's Guild will hold its annual Holiday Bazaar and Bake Sale on Saturday, Dec. 8, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at Gleason Hall on the church grounds. The public is asked to note
the change in date because of a death of a parish member. Pictured
above are a few of the items to be raffled off, including a limited edition Paul Sawyier print "The Fading Day," matted and ready to
frame, a handmade Amish quilied wall hanging and a handprinted
sweat shirt. Other raffle itenikinelude a floral painting by local artist
Fran Hudson and a cookie baking supply kit donated by Piggly Wiggly. Refreshments will be served and the public is welcome to attend.
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41, A Clean Home Is A Happy Home...

Includes

Sweaters, Woven Shirts, Pants, Skirts,

‘fa & Chair /
3 Rooms or / 5 Rooms
General
Carpet
Cleaning
One Sofa - Cleaned
Cleaning
House
one
A $70 Value
('h jr

Blazers, Jeans, Knit Tops

$

By Such Names As:
That's Me, California Ivy, AJ & Friends, Zena,
Hang Ten, Russell Athletic, Bugle Boy

5495

A
Value a
$9995

Call For Details!

4.4

Specials Good Thru Dec. 31, 1990

What better gift could you give a loved one for Christmas than a clean
healthy, environment. Ask about our "GIFT CERTIFICATES."

/
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Senior Citizens hold holiday bazaar at Ellis Center
Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens. held their annual holiday
bazaar at Ellis Center.
Lou Ann Philpot won the doll
that Anna Lou Tarry had donated
for the bazaar. Mrs. Philpot also

had a booth at the event.
Mr. and Mrs. Bryce Ratterree
also had a booth at the bazaar, but
is not pictured.
Helpers for the bake table, not
pictured, were Reba Lee, Thyra

Crawford, Trilby Cunningham and
Mary Chambers.
Also assisting at the bazaar were
Keys Keel, Pat Swisher, Murial
Roberts and Maggie Puritt.
Verona Grogan, Murray director,

said "the Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens want to thank the
Murray Housing Authority for
allowing the Senior Citizens to
have the bazaar at the Ellis Community Center for the past 15
years."

May Gallimore, Robbie Rowland and Maggie Paschall are pictured at
the bazaar tables.

Clara Hutchens and Orpha Keel talk to a customer at the bazaar.

.„
4 ,
.
If
Kate Smith, Dorothy Anderson and her granddaughter and George
Smith are pictured at tables at bazaar.

Lou Ann Philpot shows the doll she won at Senior Citizens' bazaar.

CI

Open House
Kopperud Realty
Sunday, Dec. 2
Simone Taylor, left, and Erma Lovell were helpers with the White
Elephant table.

Eulala Boyd, left, and Geneva Lee are pictured at one of the bazaar
tables.

2-4 p.m.

Hwy.94W 3 mi. to Hwy.783,turn left, go approx.51/2 mi.
to South Pleasant Grove Methodist Church. Make a hard
left. First house on right.

Only the very best is yours in this lovely passive solar 3 BR,3
bath, sunroora & all the extras. Located on 2 wooded acres. A
truly attractive, quality home. $213,000.
Decorated for Christmas.
Carl Miller, left, and Hilda Whitnell helped with sales of tickets for
the doll.

Myrtle Byrd, Elizabeth Haneline, Anna Lou Jones, helper, and Elizabeth Parks are shown at their bazaar tables.

For Further Information Call or Come By...
753-1222 • 711 Main St.

Jewell Byrd, Elsie Thurman and Lalla Boyd are shown at Mrs.
Boy d's
table.

Photos by

Verona Grogan

Daisy Dunn stands by her bazaar
table.

,
JEWELERS
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.

Open On Sundays
1-5 p.m. until Christmas
Gerald Waldrop had his cards on
sale.

Seat'
GreetOgs. 9

SANTA

Fri. 3 p.m.-7 p.m. & Sat. 12 Noon - 6 p.m.
at

UNIVERSITY PLAZA
Photos By Allison Photography
Each Afternoon Until 5 p.m.
(4x5's $2 each)

A gift for everyone
cts on your list!
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Lena Bucy shows items at
bazaar.
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EAVESDROP ON YOUR
CITY TONIGHT

Monologue at Goshen on Sunday

uniden

A special program ushering in the Christmas season will be it Goshen
United Methodist Church at Stella on Sunday, Dec. 2, at 6 p.m. Teri Bell
Peacock will present a monologue portraying Mary, the mother of Jesus,
as an old lady who remembers the life of Christ from conception to ascension. The public is invited to hear Peacock in this special presentation,
said the Rev. Susan Alsop-Atkinson, church pastor.

Elsa.cutcAr

Holly Berry Ball on Saturday

BC-145XL

1

Murray State University Women's Society will have its Christmas Holly Berry Ball featuring the Dan Steel Band on Saturday, Dec. 1, from 8
p.m. to 12 midnight at Hong Kong Restaurant, U.S. Highway 64,1 North.
Tickets will be $8 each and can be purchased by calling Dorothy Sheeks
at 753-7271, or Anita Folsom at 753-0739. "Please feel free to join us
following the MSU Racer basketball game if you have a conflici All
faculty and staff and guests are invited to attend," a society spokesperson
said.
.-413.ar all the excitement of police, fire, emergency, HAM
rradio, weather and other two-way broadcasts on a Linden
Bearcat Scanner Radio. Scan sixteen different frequencies you easily program yourself from over ten different
bands. Features a priority channel, instant weather
search, and large digital channel display. Find out what's
9oing on in your area while it's happening!

SOME

4R‘c/14

* Custom Framing

ALLERYJ

209 N. 12. st. • University Scjuare

40

Chestnut St.
753-2571 or 753-4110
Sat.
7:30-5:00
Hrs: 7:30-5:30 M-F;

0

11

* Limited Edition Prints
* Silk Greenery
759-1019

Julie's Family
Restaurant 11)
(Formerly Jerry's Restaurant) '
4111"
Tacja(2;_citiZSILS
.pgdal

Friday. & Saturday after 3 p.m.
FREE Drink with Meal

It brings out the best in all of Li:

S. 12th St.

wt*0 Vlard

753-5101

Four-H event planned Monday
The 4-H Achievement and Awards Dinner will be Monday, Dec. 3, at
6:30 p.m. in the cafeteria of Calloway County High School. Four-Hers
and leaders will be honored for their achievement for the 1990 4-H year,
according to lane H. Steely, county extension agent for 4-H/Youth
Development.
•

Bridge and luncheon planned

Ladies' day events will be Wednesday, Dec. 5, at Murray Country
Club. Bridge will be at 9 a.m. and those planning to play should call Eva
Morris at 753-8584. A Christmas social will be from 11 a.m. to 12 noon
and a luncheon served from 12 noon to 1 p.m. Reservations for the luncheon should be made by Tuesday, Dec. 4, at 10 a.m. by calling Debbie at
753-8116.

Amvets and Auxiliary to meet
Amvets and Auxiliary of Post 45 at Paris Landing, Tenn., will meet
Sunday, Dec. 2, at 2 p.m. at the post home on Highway 79. Each lady is
asked to bring a dish for the afternoon meal. All members are urted to
attend.

Methodist Men to meet at Kirksey
Murray-Calloway County United Methodist Men's Sub-district meeting
will be Friday, Nov. 30, at 7 p.m. at Kirksey United Methodist Church.
All United Methodist Men and their families are invited. The Kirksey
Club will furnish the meat and beverages and others are asked to bring
potluck dishes. Danny Kingins will be the featured speaker. Mrs. Claydean McCallon will be soloisi The Rev. Bob Dotson, Kirksey pastor,
urges all UMW members and families to attend.

Beth Haley named for honor
Beth Haley, a 1990 graduate of Calloway County High School and
daughter of Bob and Loretta Haleyof Farmington, was elected freshman
representative to the Homecoming Court at Freed-Hardeman University,
Henderson, Tenn. Homecoming activities took place on Nov. 10 under the
theme,"Launching the Big U" in recognition of the college receiving university status this year.
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Estrogen study discussed
CHELSON
JEWELERS

CHICAGO (AP) — Women who take estrogen after menopause run a
slightly higher risk of breast cancer but should not automatically abandon
the hormone supplements, a 10-year study concluded.
An estimated 20 million prescriptions for estrogen are written each year
for post-menopausal women to relieve the symptoms of menopause, fight
the debilitating bone disease osteoporosis and battle heart disease.
The study of more than 118,000 woman nurses over a 10-year period
indicated that women who take estrogen are 35 percent to 40 percent
more likely to develop breast cancer than those who didn't take the
hormone.
Only a small fraction of the women in the study developed breast
cancer, so the increase in risk was considered small.
The added risk is only about half what a woman might face if her
mother had breast cancer, said epidemiologist Dr. Graham Colditz of Boston's Brigham and Women's Hospital, lead author of the study in Wednesday's Journal of the American Medical Association.
Once women stop taking estrogen, the risk is eliminated, he said.
"I would not recommend that a woman change her current useof estrogen therapy based on these data alone," said co-author Dr. Meir Stampfer
of the Harvard School of Public Health in Boston.
Women who are at high risk for breast cancer and no risk for heart
disease might choose to avoid estrogen use, while women who run a high
risk of heart disease and little risk of breast cancer might still use it, he
said.
The article analyzed data collected from 1976 to 1986. In all, 722 incidents of breast cancer were identified among the women.
Breast cancer strikes one in 10 American women, and 44,000 American
women will die this year from the disease, according to the American
Cancer Society.

Dear Friends & Customers.
After 23 years of serving my friends.
I announce my retirement. It's
been fun as the years have
passed so quickly.
I am leaving you and the
company in the good
hands of my younger
brother. Louis. He will
carry on the family
tradition with our great
employees. When you're in
Florida. give me a call and
we'll go fishin'.
Thanks for the memories.
5408.0 71(
Vice-President
Michelson
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VVhoopi Golberg signs deal with studio

SIMON SAYS "THANKS" WITH THIS GREAT SAVINGS
EVENT. SPECIAL "GOOD-BUY" PRICES STOREWIDE!

Coin Replica
With Diamonds

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Whoopi Goldberg, a star of the Paramount Pictures hit "Ghost," has
signed a multi-picture deal with the
studio.
Terms of the contract were not
disclosed Tuesday.
David Kirkpatrick, president of
the company's Motion Picture
Group, Ms. Goldberg's first role
will be in the comedy "Scapdish,"

also starring Sally Field, Kevin
Kline, Robert Downey, Jr. and Carrie Fisher. No release date was set.
Ms. Goldberg played psychic
Oda Mae Brown in this year's
blockbuster "Ghost," also starring
Patrick Swayze and Demi Moore.
She also is in her third season
playing a bartender in "Star Trek:
The Next Generation" on
television.

•

10 Diamond
Cascade

Your Choice

In Our
Children's Department
Friday, Nov. 30th
*
from 3-8 p.m. *

139
Diamond Clusters
1/4 Carat* $199
1/2 Carat* '399
1 Carat* $599
Choice of 3 Styles

Modern
Bridal Set In
Gleaming
14 Kt. Gold

1/4 Carat*

Instant Credit
Up To 2 Years To Pay!

30 to 50%

'399

1/2 Carat* /699

1 carat* '1,199

All Diamond
and Rubies ,1
and Diamond
and Sapphires

Off
JEWELERS
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
• Means total diamond weight. All weights approximate.

Big
Selection

Diamond and
Ruby or Sapphire
Waterfall

Now

169

JCPenney

1
(
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Community events listed
Thursday, Nov. 29
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
For information call 762-3383.
Humane Society of Calloway
County will meet at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library.
Murray Rotary Club Telethon
will be from 7:30 to 10 p.m. on
Murray TV Channel 46. This will
be Calloway County School Night.
Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in education unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Compassionate Friends will meet
at 6:30 p.m. in board room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For information call 762-1274.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn., will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Farm Bureau Building, Paris. for
information call Kennith Broach,
753-3580.

Friday, Nov. 30
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
For information call 762-3383.
This will be the last day for this
season.

Friday, Nov. 30
6 to II p.m. For information call
753-TEEN.

Hazel Community Center will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.

Events in Land Between the ,
Lakes will include Candy Making
for Children from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Empire Farm; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850.

George Weaks Community Center will be open from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. for activities by senior
citizens.

Gospel singing featuring The
Heaven Airs of Paris, Tenn., will
be at 7:30 p.m. at New Jenny
Ridge Pentecostal Church.

Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.

Illuminated holiday scenes,. may
be seen from 5 to 8 p.m: in drive
through Kenlake State Park. Free
holiday punch and hot coffee will
be served in hotel lobby.

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from

Arts and Crafts Open House of
First Baptist Church will be from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at home of Joret-

Just For You

Friday, Nov. 30
ta Randolph.

Whole Lot More!
•15°/o Cash Discount On Prescriptions
*Computerized Prescription
Records For Insurance & Taxes
•PCS-Medimet-BC-BS-Paid State Aid

Shelia Duncan Group of First
Baptist Church WMU will meet at
9:30 a.m. with Linda Wright.

*City Wide Delivery
*Medical Claim Service
*Health & Beauty Aids

University Sunday School
Department of First Baptist Church
will have a Christmas party at 6:30
p.m. at home of Mildred
Robertson.

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn. R.Ph.
Locally Owned & Operated
109 S. 4th St.

Calloway FHA attends session

753-1462

Holland Motor Sales l

AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.

Earthquake Reduction Sale
"Prices That Will Shake You"

Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

19

Pontiac 6000

'5,400
1987 Taurus
4 Dr Black 50 000 mi '3,995
1986 Celebrity
4 Dr White, Nice Car 2,750
White, 4 Dr

Illuminated holiday scenes may
be seen from 5 to 8 p.m. in drive
through Kenlake State Park. Free
holiday punch and hot coffee will
be served in hotel lobby.,
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi will meet at 7 p.m.

"Amahl and the Night Visitors"
will be presented at 7 p.m. at Playhouse in the Park. For information
call 759-1752.

plus a

Visit Dickens' Christmas at West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center, College Farm
Road, from 6 to 9 p.m. Admission
and all entertainment is free to the
public.

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center, St. Leo Catholic
Church.

Society for the Preservation of
Southern Harmony Singing, Inc.,
will meet at Calvert Convalescent
Home at 6:30 p.m.

Everyday Low Prices

"Amahl and the Night Visitors"
will be presented at 7 p.m. at Playhouse in the Park. For information
call 759-1752.

1986 Pontiac 6000
4 Dr. Showroom New
72,000 mi
Officers of Calloway County High School Chapter of Future Homemakers of America attended an officer
training session held at Graves County High School. The chapter has planned many activities for the year.
They include a Rock-A-Thon, Christmas party, bake sales, a recycling project, UNICEF Project, Halloween party and Haunted House, Toys for Tots and a canned food drive. Officers pktured are, from left,
seated, Laura Lovett, reporter; Melissa Parker, recreational leader; LeAnn Darnell, president; Melissa
Vance, treasurer; Renee Gray, president; and Amy Wallace, devotional leader; standing, Mrs. Elizabeth
Douglas, advisor; LaDonna Duncan, third vice president; Dee Dee Young, second vice president;
Mitzi
Anderson, secretary; Jennifer Kimbro, parliamentatian; and Mrs. Marlene Beach, advisor.

J.V. and Varsity Girls Basketball

teams of Murray High School will
host -Fulion CRY at p.m.

Billionaire-Perot-praises

Events at St. Leo Catholic
Church will include Legion of
Mary at 9:45 a.m.; WORD Program at 10 a.m.; Liturgy Planning at
6 p.m.; Choir Practice at 7 p.m.;
PSR Teachers' meeting at 7:30
p.m. at Newman House.

ANNAPOLIS, Md.(AP) — Billionaire H. Ross Perot returned to
his alma mater and said the U.S.
Naval Academy taught him
perseverance.
"I think a lot of my business
success comes from my inability to

Naval-Academy

recognize that I had failed," the
Texas businessman said in a speech
Tuesday.
Perot grew up in a family of
modest means in Texarkana, Texas,
and said the academy was his best
hope for a college education. He

spent three years trying to get
admitted and still treasures the telegram announcing his acceptance.

1986 Park Avenue.
One Owner. Loaded

1985 Dodge Omni
4 Dr., 69,000 mi. .

1985 Citation
4 Dr., Runs Good

1984 Dodge Aries
Wagon
4 Cylinder

1985 Grand Prix

'3,750
'4,750

6 Cyl , 64,000 mi

1986 Pontiac
6000 Wagon SE

TRUCKS
1983 Ford F100
Auto 6 Cy!

$2,300

1976 GMC

1980 Chevy

1974 Cheri

14 Ton Flatbed

Auto., V-8 .

East Main

$2,000
$1,600

Air, 90.000 mi

(Prices Good Thru Dec 7)

753-4461

STOREWIDE

in
/2 PRICE SALE!

/
Fiberglass Pipe Wrap Insulation insulates
hot or cold pipes 1" x 3" x 25' Helps prevent dripping & sweating 534 933 3175(1 24)

1/2" Pipe Insulation. Pre-slit
to slip over pipes 436 45110.701
3/4 Inch. 436 55810 501
1.17

L• Out of Line Merchandise
• Handbags

• Cosmetics

• Accessories • Earrings
• Bracelets

• Necklaces

1/2 Price
Knits

and

Salesmen

More

Samples

Protect your home inyestrnentl
Vent automatically opens at 70 and closes
at 406 (approx). Helps cut fuel bills, lower*
risk of frozen pipes, and reduces excess
moisture in crawl space.

BOLD LIQUIDATORS
Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
MEM
42

Your Homo Investment Company

Open
7 Days

A Week

klon.-Frl. 7:304; Sat. 84; Sun. 1-5

2,400
2,900
'3,500

_oadeci,

STOPS DRAFTS AND PESTS
• FILLS
• SEALS
• INSULATES
For use Indoors and Out

Rebate:
1 can $1.00
2 cans $3.00
3 cans $6.00

2,500
2,250

308 Main Street

UPS Shipping Available
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ChristmasIsIn The
B Downtown
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Christmas Gift Headquarters
MANY SALE ITEMS

el%

e

t4N47.4 „e

LAYAWAYS

Open Sundays 1-5
Mon-Sat 9-6
Downtown

t9‘#

FREE Gift Wrapping
FREE Bible Engraving
753-7222
Court Square

`4"-beeNtiel..44)44

SALE

Gifts To Fire The Imagination

Making a list...
checking it twice...

•Antiques •Collectibles
'Christmas Decorations &
Stocking Stuffers By Avon

Open Saturday 9-5

30% OFF

In Store Specials

All Wallpaper Books

JANE'S ATTIC

Trees • Wreaths • Garlands
Ornaments • Collectibles • Gifts

Santa's Attic

West Side Court Square

753-8212

Sewing. Alterations.
Monogramming and Gifts

S. 4th St.

OFF
STOREWIDE

ault
306 Main St.

•'M

•

759-4979

753-4174
:
0

All 14Kt. Gold
Chains

•••••••••••••••••••••••

.c‘cluding pink & white -marked tags, also Chnstmaa items)

JO-AN'S

YOURS, MINE & OURS

•
astsatlit
varieties

on the square • 753-9569

753-4087

Visit With Santa!
Saturday, Dec. 1st 1:30-3 p.m.
*Photos With Santa Available
*** * *
NEW ARRIVALS! *Boy's & Girl's Pajamas
*Christmas Sweatshirts
*Plain Sweatshirts (Paint Your Own)
*Girls & Boy's Acid Washed Jeans
Starting at 1612.9B
Exquisite Form Bras & Girdles
20% Off

F*44:011%.44rlogsrltwo44r1
Christmas
1;t
Gifts
WITH SPECIAL PRICE APPEAL

Up To

50%

Off
Sugg. Retail

(Extra 10% Off With Cash)

-A.. INMAN'S JEWELRY
753-8811

ROBERT'S GUNS
„NOW OPEN
Hand Guns • Long Guns • Accessories
S&W • Colt • Ruger
New - Used - Buy - Sell - Trade
Special orders and
layaways welcome!
10-6 Tues. thru Sat.
Corner of 5th & Main (above Frame Village) Murray 753-3066

For The Holidays

t.7).

We Are Open
On Sunday's
Now Until Christmas

III

ll EMOISELLE
iAD
SHOP

VIDEO RECORDER
8:1 POWER ZOOM
PLUS AUTO-FOCUS
Surprise her
with a
Bright's Gift
Certificate

• 1 'tux sensitivity
• Variable high speed shutter
• r('D solid err
nage WTISOf
• Macro focusing
• Electronic
viewfinder with
date display

HOLIDAY HOURS

CRAFTS GALORE
759-9806

Downtown, Crt. Sq.

AN
on s
ting
theii
fice
enc.(
pect
you
haw
Dea
I pa
cate
spat
thre
and

includes carrying case

Your General Electric, Jenn Air
and RCA Appliance Dealer In Murray

212 East Main Street

maivinA
PAINTS

• wrap up shopping here
•
NANCY'S
it
Hours: 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

• Advanced technology
on-screen displays
• Two-element black
matnx picture screen
• Comb filter
• MTS Stereo sound
with SAP
• dbit• noise reduction
• 147-channel cablecompatible tuner
• 5-Jack monitor panel
• TVNCR remote control
vs'• repteed *amok 110 I.

2
4
4

(Now thru Dec. 10th)

poomeo••••••••••••%tv-Vt
o
JUST OPENED!
••

Pre-Chrtstmas °Sale

2

t/sit

753-1586

DOWNTOWN

•

'RRAN'
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William Clayton (Bill) Adams Sr.

William C. Adams Sr.
William Clayton (Bill) Adams
Sr., 69, of 1632 West Olive St.,
Murray, died Wednesday at 12:30
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He had retired as office manager
of Physical Plant Department at
Murray State University. Prior to
that he had retired as an auto parts
dealer in Murray and several other
places.
A veteran of World War II, he
had served on Murray City Council
and Murray Independent Board of
Education; as a Boy Scout leader,
and was a member of Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted

Masons.
Mr. Adams Sr. was a member
and deacon of First Baptist Church
where he had been a Sunday
School teacher for 30 years, a
member of the Sanctuary Choir,
and served on mission projects.
Born Aug. 11, 1921, in Graves
County, he was the son of the late
William Allen Adams and Cordie
Colley Adams.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Lorraine Arnett Adams, to whom
he was married on July 16, 1942;
one daughter, Mrs. Judy Henry and
husband, Bobby, Sikeston, Mo.;
two sons, Bill Adams Jr. and wife,
Genevieve, Murray, and Jerry
Allen Adams and wife, Annah,
Baldwin, Mo.; six grandchildren,
Amanda Adams, Baldwin, Chip
Adams and Courtney Adams, Murray, and Melissa Henry, Lone Henry and Meredith Henry, Sikeston;
two brothers, Bob Adams and wife,
Ruth, Colorado Springs, Colo., and
Charles Adams and wife, Emma,
Memphis, Tenn.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood
and G.T. Moody will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 6 pin. Friday.

Charles Harry Smith
Charles Harry Smith, 60, of, Rt.
5, Murray, died Wednesday at 5:38
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He was the son of the late Clif-

ford Smith and Moela Underwood
Smith.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Church outgrows new complex
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Southeast Christian Church, which
claims more active members than.
other in Kentucky, has outgrown
its fairly new $7.5 million complex
and is preparing to move again.
Negotiations have started to
purchase roughly 100 acres in eastern Jefferson County, according to
the senior pastor, Rev. Bob
Russell.
The present two-building complex was opened less than four
years ago and seats 2,400
worshipers.
Russell told his congregation this
weekend that the new facility
would be several times as big as
the current church, which still has a
debt of $4 million to $5 million.

The church's plans are prompted
by the continuing phenomenal
growth of a church that began in
1962 with 55 members in the basement of an elementary school.
Now, the current facility on 22
acres in suburban Louisville is
"sort of busting at the seams,"
said Mike Graham, a pastor at the
church and its administrator.
Factors behind the church's
growth have been attributed to factors ranging from Russell's personality and communication skills to
the need of people for an authoritative spiritual anchor.
Whatever the reasons, the church
has barely been able to keep pace
with its booming membership during the 1980s.
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Tournament
to be hosted
Dec. 5 at MSU

Mrs. Helen
Shroat
Mrs. Helen Shroat, 79, of 1605
Parklane, Murray, died today. (See
related story on page one).
The widow of John H. Shroat,
she was a member of St. Leo
Catholic Church.
Born Jan. 13, 1911, in Graves
County, she was the daughter of
the late Lee and Annie Tibbs.
Mrs. Shroat is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Judith Mastera Futrell and husband, Bob, Murray, and
Ms. Jill Shroat Bland, Louisville;
four sons, John D. Shroat and wife,
Jeanie, Garden City, Mich., Jerry
T. Shroat and wife, Elizabeth, Cincinnati, Ohio, James L. Shroat and
wife, Dorothy, Westland, Mich.,
and Joseph A. Shroat and wife,
Linda, Louisville; 12
grandchildren. '
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.
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Pictured is L.D. Cook Jr., branch manager of Peoples Bank on 12th
and Chestnut Streets, with trophies to be awarded to the schools' winner of their academic district to the West Kentucky Academic Consortium Dec. 5. The trophies, on display at the bank, were donated by
state representatives and senators.

Judge may have conflict of interest
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
new Franklin Circuit Court judge
will ask for an opinion of whether
her marriage to a lawyer with the
state Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet is a
conflict of interest.
That circuit court, to which former Franklin District Judge Joyce
Albro was recently appointed,
handles many -state government
lawsuits. Some of those suits may
involve her husband, H. Gene Taylor, the cabinet's deputy commis-

Mrs. Gertie
Muskgrove
Mrs. Genie Muskgrove, 76, of
205 North Cherry St., Murray, died
today at 3:24 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Mrs. Frances,
E. -.Beach

Murray's Rudolph
on equestrian team

Graveside services for Mrs.
Frances E. Beach will be Friday at
10 a.m. at Beech Grove Cemetery
near Tr -City. The Rev. Monte
Hodges will officiate.
Friends may call from 6 to 8
p.m. tonight (Thursday) at Brown
Funeral Home, Mayfield.
Mrs. Beach, 86, Rt. 3, Mayfield,
formerly of Murray, died Tuesday
at 8:40 p.m. at Charleston Manor
Nursing Home, Charleston, Mo.
Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Virginia Kemp, Rt. 3, Mayfield; five grandchildren; five
great-grandchildren.

Quintus Gaston
(Mac) McKee!

Brian Rudolph of Murray is
among 33 riders who make up the
Murray State University equestrian
team for the 1990-91 academic
year.
Rudolph competes in both stock
Seat (western saddle) and hunt seat
(English saddle) events.
Riders accumulate points in regular season shows to earn the right
to participate in Regior6 Intercollegiate Horse Show Association
(1SHA) competition against riders
from more than 20 other schools in
four states — Kentucky, Illinois,
Tennessee and Missouri.
Regional qualifiers advance to
the national ISHA competition in
the spring.
The MSU team won regional
championships in 1981, 1983, 1984
and 1985 and was runner-up in
1988. The team clinched the
national championship in 1981 and
1985 and was runner-up for national title in 1983 and 1988.
Since 1980, team members have
won 11 individual national
championships.
Coaches for the team are Brian
Terry, head coach; Laura Overton,
hunt seat coach and Tammy
McKinney, assistant.

The funeral for Quintus Gaston
(Mac) McKeel will be Friday at 4
p.m. at St. John's Lutheran Church,
Asheboro, N.C. Dr. Johnny Parker
and Dr. Mark Ellingsen will
BOBBY WOLFF
officiate.
Burial will follow in Randolph
Dear Mr. Wolff:
poor choice to try three no-trump Memorial Park with arrangements
We use a three-no-trump opener to with Q-8 in clubs and 12 points in by Ridge Funeral Home, Inc., 908
Albermarle Rd., Asheboro, N.C.,
show 25-26 HCP and a balanced scattered values?
where friends may call from 7 to 9
hand. Would you consider this hand
Bad Score, Macon. Ga.
p.m. tonight (Thursday).
a good three-no-trump opening in
ANSWER: The term for your tac- The family requests that expressour system?
tics
is "hanging partner." His pre- ions of sympathy take the form of
4AKQJ 8
empt
was a defensive move, not an donations to Boys & Girls Home,
•A6
offensive
one, and you should have P.O. Box 127, Lake Waccamaw,
•A 9 7
passed and hoped for the best.
N.C. 27450; Lions Foundation,
4A K 7
P.O. Box 38, Sherrills Ford, N.C.,
Prime Valises. Memphis, Tenn.
Dear Mr. Wolff:
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
ANSWER: No, I would not. This Partner opens one spade in third 28673; Hospice of Randolph City, Tennessee Valley Authority direchand has nine virtually certain win- seat(both sides vulnerable, playing P.O. Box 9, Asheboro, N.C. 27203; tors approved a two-year extension
ners and is full of controls with ex- duplicate), and next hand doubles. Is or Si John's Lutheran Church, 505 of a popular power credit program
cellent slam potential. Can partner it OK for me to redouble with this S. Park St., Asheboro, N.C. 27203. for new and expanding businesses
Mr. McKee', 80, 837 Shamrock and more than $200 million for the
possibly visualize 13 winners if he hand?
+96
Asheboro, N.C., died Friday at shuttered Browns Ferry nuclear
Rd.,
holds six clubs headed by the Q-J?
•
A
10
9
7
his
home.
Better to open with a forcing twoplant.
•7 6
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Dorbid and leave plenty of space for
The two-member board, consist4 A 8 7 5 3.
othy Meyer McKeel; one daughter, ing of TVA Chairman Marvin
exploration.
If! do redouble, what is best after a Dr. Nancy McKcel, Norfork, Va.; Runyon
and director John Waters,
Dear Mr. Wolff:
two-heart runout is passed to me? one son, Q. William (Bill) McKee!,
took the action Wednesday after
Partner deals and opens one diaPoor Support. Dothan, Ala. Neenah, Wis.; one sister, Mrs.
receiving a "clean opinion' from
mond, and next hand jumps to four
Mary Smith, Asheboro; two
spades. With both sides vulnerable, ANSWER: I would not redouble brothers, W.W. McKeel and M.N. outside auditors on the federal utilis it proper for me to bid five dia- with that collection and would pre- McKeel, Bradenton, Fla.; five ity's fiscal 1990 financial
fer one no-trump instead. The restatements.
monds with this hand?
double with as little as nine HCP grandchildren.
It was the first time TVA
•7
(two
aces
are
OK)
and
a
received
good
fit
an unqualified opinion
is
survivors
Local
include
a
•9 3
on
the
right
track,
but
your
hand
independent
from
auditors since
nephew,
Richard
Smith
R.
and
•Q J 9 6 2
lacked a fit. Given the redouble, the wife, Sue, a great-niece, Mrs. Gay fiscal year 1986. Auditors Coopers
4 K..9 8 7 6
two-heart runout and partner's pass Wells and husband, John, and two and Lybrand previously cited
Phantom Sacrifice. Hoestoo, Texas
(confirming a normal opening or great-nephews, Terry Smith and uncertainties in the agency's
ANSWER: If you do, you're betting better), I would double and hope for David Smith.
nuclear- program.
on several things. First, you're bet- a top score in defense.
ting that the opponents can make
their game; second, that your sacri- Dear Mr. Wolff:
Monday Tuesday Wednesday
fice won't cost much. With no assur- What is the Herbert negative?
American Italian
Oriental
Positive Thinker, Lake Elsinore, Calif.
ance of either, and no realistic expectation of making five diamonds, ANSWER: It is a response to variHwy. 641 N.
you should pass. Partner might ous forcing bids, using the cheapest
753-4141
possible bid to show few or no valhave something to say at his turn.
ue. It was advocated by Walter
Dear Mr. Wolff:
I passed a near-opening bid at dupli- Herbert of Austria and was part of
cate and heard my LHO bid one the Vienna System.
spade and partner pre-empt to SPIRI bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box 11303 Dallas.
three clubs. We were not vulnerable Texas 75215. with self addremed. stamped envelope lot
and our opponents were. Was it a reply Covenant. 111110 United Feature• Syndicate

THE ACES ON BRIDGE

TVA directors approve
extension of program

The 1990 President's Invitational
West Kentucky Academic Tournament will be held Dec. 5 in the
Murray State University Curris
Center from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Students from 27 high schools in
west Kentucky will participate in
the single elimination quick recall
competition. Questions will be
asked in the categories of mathematics, social studies, science and
humanities.
Trophies will be awarded to the
top four schools. MSU School
Relations will award the winning
school with a $1,000 scholarship
and the second-place school will be
awarded a $500 scholarship.
The tournament is sponsored by
the Murray State Honors Program.

Stock Market I
Report

sioner of law. The two have been
married since 1977.
Albro, 39, was sworn into office
Wednesday to serve the remaining
Prices as 01 10:00 AM
year of Ray Corn's term. Corns
7'7
resigned recently to run for lieutenIndusfr(-'-1,
ant governor.
She said that her husband's conial Average................. )
tact with the cabinet's cases was
Previous Close...—...........2535.15
limited. But she still wanted to ( Air Products..................523/4 « 1/4)
avoid the appearance of a conflict.
A.T.C.-Class A ............3511 353/4A
AT&T
"The problem is the way it feels
32 + 14 7
Bank of Murray....... .......135B
to the person who's in my court
Bell South
52'4 unc
being sued by the (cabinet), wonBriggs
& Stratton
26 unc
dering if they're getting a fair
Chrysler
lls/s unc
shake," she said.
nii,.
CSX Corp.
Chief Franklin Circuit Judge
Dean Foods
371/4 - 1/4
William Graham said the cabinet's
Dollar Gen. Store
IP/28 83 4A
Exxon
caseload is "relentless" and takes
501/s - 1.
Ford
271/4 « 'a )
at least a third of the time of the
, General Motors
38 + 1 4'
1
two Franklin circuit judges. He
Goodrich.
371/2 • 3 s
said some of the load may have to
Goodyear
16 -'s
be shifted to other judges.
1.B.M
1121/2 unc
"I'm not going to take upon
Ingersoll Rand.
331/2 « 1. j
myself all of the natural resources
K Mart
261/s unc 1
Ky. Utilities.....
and environmental protection cases
201/2 unc
Kroger.
121)4 unt
because that would mean I'd do
L & G E................... 393/4 uns i
nothing else," Graham said.
McDonalds
271/2 •
He said he and Albro should be
'JCPenney
421/2 •
able to resolve the problem of the fi. Quaker Oats
477/s • 1 4 ,
cabinet's caseload, which involves
1,Sears........................... 251/4 appeals cabinet decisions on stripSnap-On Tools
29 • 's
Texaco
mining and environmental laws.
sri. • 3 4
Time-Warner
861/4 • 1'4
The cabinet uses the court to force
c LST...............
compliance.
--------3
Wal•Mart..........
.....
293/13 •unc 1
If Albro does not hear cabinet
Woolworth
283/4
•'. ,
cases. Graham said, options include
C.E.F. Yield
7-3 :.
sharing the load with Franklin dis- (
trict judges acting as special circuit
Additional Information ikailaf);,,
judges.
Upon
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HOG MARKET
s
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Federal-State Market New, Service November 211,
IMO Kentucky Purchase Arm Rog Market Report
Includes 4 Buying Stations Receipts: AcL $54, Est. 200
&arrows & Gilts 2.60-2.50 lower Sow, fully 1.60.2-110
lower
US 1-2 236-150 lbs____—
US 1-2 2111-231 lbs.641.00-4330
US 2.3 230-200 lb...
343-541-44.00
US 3-4 246-270 lbs._
341.50-43.00
Sow,
US 1-2 27,350 lbs._
1.10.00.311.00
US 1.3 361-400 lbs.3311.011-35.441
US 1-3 525 and up ______----3.39.00-441130
US 2-3 34111-3•• lbs.
535-041-34.00
Boars 133.041-34.011

41 4 Main St
Murray, Ky
753-3366

frAV--)
"t\r-

HiLLIARD
LLYONS

\thsf\.est
b invcstmfut
IS You.
York, Arnancan and Peleiweit
Eactianges and SIPC

Viernber New

OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

-

Holiday Movie
Specials

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET, GEO, INC.

1988 Ford Pjckup

249.0

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary

60 mo's. 13.99% APR
$249 Down Plus Tax & Tags

White, 31,xxx miles,
V-8, auto., p.s., p.b.,
p.w., p.I., tilt and
cruise, A/C.
el
641 South

Pests

753-2617

Sir..

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Food.95Bar revaen
1

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Independent General Insurance Agent
Representing
8 Insurance Companies
*1 have a variety of coverage in all types of Health & Life Insurance
*I have a vanety of prices. *I can fit the coverage and price for each
individual.
"Free help in filing claims for my clienu"
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While Supplies
lasts!

RENTAL SALES
CENTER

.411,

30'4-50% Off

20% off

25 ea.

50% Off

Great New Looks'

00
Men's Ties 20 Off

Only

Men's Sweatsuits
$6500

Up To

Knit Tops

Fantastic Fragrances
iCOO
Starting at $a er
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CD

CD

CD
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PEN NIGHTLY 'TM 8
SUMAYS 1-5

By Florsheim, Dexter

Shoes

Only

Plaids & Stripes

Men's Sportshirts

Corbin
Hart & Dior

Suits & Sportcoats

25%-30% Off

Leather Jackets

FINALLY •••

Off

Off

$18-$25

25"50" Off

Sweatshirts, Wovens & Pants

ftie0/0
Save GU On Entire
Boy's Department

ea.
Starting at $1900

Great Printed Tops

-Bugle Boy"'
•Nesi° & More

Young Men's Wovens

Now Only

Sweaters & Jeans

25.4-50% Off

Great New Arrivals
Come In And See!

50%
Every Day
Save

Shop The Rack
Down Under

•Generra
•Union Bay

Sweatshirts

'39

Watches
As Low As
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E.K L7:51

Come By And See
All Our New Arrivals!

20' Off

Junior Tops

"
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Off

41111/
Ladies Sweaters

VISA - MC - AMEX
CORN-AUSTIN CHARGE
DOWNTOWN • MURRAY

Throughout Our
Entire Department.

Ifl
Save 10°41=20%

20%-50%

Save
Great Looks For Dad!

As how As $50

Ladies Sweatsuits

RN AUSTIN

50%

5=0 nn*
ZP32gEt4g'

Up To

Generra®, Union Bay,
Bum® Tops

20%

Woolrich® Outerwear

25%

Sportswear
Off

Chaps, Alexander Julian, Boston Trader

111113

Every Item...Reduced...Storetvide Every Day 'Til Christmas

A "BIG SALE" That Lasts 'Til Christmas!

VZI 39Vd
H1
2139(131 AVUUIWL
SAIN1.1.
THURSDAV, NOVEMBER 29, 1990

Makes donation

Committee encourages individuals
to recycle live Christmas decorations

3 YEARS INTEREST FREE FINANCING
ON ALL IN-STOCK FURNITURE AND ACCESSORIES

*1499 Minimum Purchase to qualified buyers with 10% down payment and payment of sales tax.
TVs and A••liances excluded Does not atel to • emus • rchase .
-Or

SUNDAY 1:00 - 5:00

Plan to join hundreds of vakie-wise homemakers
and make the bargaln but of a Erfetime on fabulous new
brand name home furnishings You'll love MS
Hoiday Savings Adventure!

2

vtAia.

rxiak_

Ends Monday,December 3at SIM p.m.

YEARS

04111 Of
!
1990

0?909i

Q(16-StION
00S7-414/ 4/e
Eolk/tuf? sonik-

INTEREST
FREE
SOUTH!
FINANCING

YOUR BROYHILL
SHOPPING
CENTER OF THE

"Statewide"
Savings

•

OVER 2 MILLION
DOLLAR
INVENTORY

Winston Churchill
Nov. 30 marks the birth of the first
man to be made an honorary citizen
of the United States, Sir Winston
Churchill. The British author. orator
and statesman was born in 1874. A
military college graduate. Churchill
entered politics in 1900 when he won
a seat in Parliament.
Throughout the next several decades he held a number of government positions. including Cabinet
member and Admiralty member. One
of the earliest to warn of the menace
of Hitler. he was installed as prime
minister of Great Britain in 1940
three days after Germany invaded the
Low Countries. With Franklin D.
Roosevelt and Joseph Stalin, Churchill helped shape the Allied Forces'
victorious strategy in World War II.
Despite his personal popularity, he
was swept from office in 1945 when
his Conservative Party. was ousted by
a Labour Party landslide.
In 1946, once again ahead of his
\ time. Churchill gave one of his most
'\ famous speeches warning of Soviet
foreign policy and the "iron curtain"
descending on Europe.
Churchill served as prime minister
for a second time from 1951 until
1955. when he retired due to ill
health. Winston Churchill died in
1965. Iii

* 403npo.

for this incredible financing offer 3 YEARS INTEREST FREE FINANCING
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IMPORTANT STORE HOURS
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Kentucky has received more than $21
million for work on a 7.7-mile section of Interstate 75 in Scott County, U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins
announced on Wednesday.
The federal grant represents
about 12 percent of the U.S.
Department of Transportation discretionary rehabilitation funds
available to the nation. The account
is set aside for a 9-to-I federalstate matching formula to rehabilitate aging interstate highway
systems.
The Kentucky grant is for the
widening of 1-75 from the Scott
County weigh station to Big Eagle
Creek Bridge. The project is
expected to cost about $23.5 million, and construction is scheduled
to begin in April.

•=II

cmnpod

State receives
millions for work
in Scott County

ca

Paduc h * *

The Golden Pond Visitor Center
Planetarium in Land Between the
Lakes will present "Christmas
Medley," a multi-image planetarium show which celebrates Christmas traditions, beginning Dec. 1
and continuing through Dec. 22.
Friday and Saturday reservations
can be made for a 7 p.m. show.
Between Monday and Thursday,
organized groups can schedule daytime shows. The public is welcome
to join scheduled groups for shows
as seating allows. The planetarium
will be closed on Sundays. Call
(502) 924-1238. for show times,
fees, and reservations.
The Golden Pond Planetarium is
operated by private and public contributions to the Land Between the
Lakes Accociation, a membership
organization prompting and supporting Land Between the Lakes.

Benton & Paducah * * * Flemin • — Benton & Paducah * * * Kelle -Wi• • ins — Benton & Paducah * * * Flemin • — Benton & Poducoh

enton

Golden Pond
visitor center
to host show

Recycling Committee will be on
Monday, Dec. 3, at 7:30 p.m. in the
meeting room of the Calloway
County Public Library. All of our
meetings are open to the public and
you are encouraged to attend.
At this meeting, George Bartnik
from Land Between the Lakes will
be presenting a program on LBL's
recycling efforts and on the environmental education program at
LBL. Murray City Planner Don
Elias will also be present to discuss
city recycling plans, including the
Christmas tree program.

ns —

Many of us use live Christmas
decorations. How can we dispose
of these recyclable Christmas decorations after the holidays?
In the past, one of the ways we
could dispose of trees was through
the Land Between the Lakes
Christmas Tree Project. Unfortunately, this project was one of
those that had to be cut this year
because of funding problems.
Because this was such a fine way
of eliminating our Christmas trees,
we might respond to this program
cut by writing or calling LBL and
voicing our dismay.
Because of this need, the city of
Murray has informed the Area
Recycling Committee that it plans
to inaugurate a Christmas tree recycling program of its own. We
applaud this effort. The city will
provide a station in the Calloway
County Park after the holidays
where trees may be left. At a later
date, the city will shred these trees
and add them to their composting.
The committee will keep you
informed about such details as
location and dates in a later article.
The next meeting of the Area

A check was recently presented to the Shared Care Adult Day program of Murray and Calloway County by Lodge 728 of the Woodmen
of the World. The money was used to purchase a video cassette recorder for the Shared Care facility located in the George Weaks Community Center. The W.O.W. donation was the group's special project
for the third and fourth quarters of 1940. Pictured from left are
MareIle Andrus, W.O.W. member and Murray-Calloway County Hospital volunteer; Debbie Hill, coordinator of Shared Care; Stella Hurt,
chairman of W.O.W. project committee; and MadeIle Talent, president of W.O.W. Lodge 728. Those who participate in Shared Care are
people who may be physically or socially impaired, or elderly individuals who are simply limited in their ability to be independent. Case
management is provided, including activities enjoyable to senior
adults. Shared Care is part of the Home Health Department of
MCC11. The program gives the patient's family members time for
themselves while their loved one stays at Shared Care.

$1250°°**

$5000""
of super quality

$2000"**
purchase for

$150000**
Fine Furniture

furniture

$12500**

$50"*m*onth

of

$3125"month

Your Broyhill
and
Thomasville
Shopping
Center
of the South

a.

An Unbelievable

$3750"month
Buys

Quality
Furniture

rierIfifilie

Unheard of

Don't Miss Out
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Division of Kelley-Wit:rains Furniture,Inc.
01 $4“ end
'Any pur
over end sow swayed credit
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1400$. Wirt St.
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Racer defense spurs
comeback, 78-61 win

re

By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Lodger & Times Sports Editor

El

After realizing they were bringing out the best from their opponents,
the Murray State Racers decided to bring out the best from their defense,
and used a 42-10 scoring surge over 17 minutes of game time to down the
Georgia Southern Eagles 78-61 Wednesday night in the Racers' home
opener.
"They came at us the way teams are going to," Murray State head
coach Steve Newton said of the Eagles, who used the Racers' early chill
and their own sizzling outside shooting to post three 10-point leads in the
first half. "We expect to bring out the best in them (Racer opponents), and
we did."
So the Racers countered, bringing out their defensive front by switching to their "20-blue" formation. "We decided to extend our defense and
put some heat on the basketball to create some opportunities," Newton
said.
Those opportunities were enhanced by better "inside/outside" passing
on the offensive end, Newton added. "It's a lot like football, where you
have to run to open up the passing; we have to go inside sometimes to
open up the outside game."
The Racers got down early, trailing 12-2 after 4V2 minutes to fulfill
Newton's dark prophecy of the Racers' reaction to their recent Puerto
Rico tournament trip. "We were probably a little flat and sluggish; that
was a concern of mine," Newton said, adding that he had wanted to get
the game changed to Thursday but couldn't.
While Newton foresaw the cold start, no one expected the torrid outside
shooting of Tommy Williams, who hit seven of nine shots from the field
in the first half, including 3-of-4 from 3-point range.
Newton said the Racers had put defensive specialist Paul King on Tony
Windless, who had scored 29 points in Georgia Southern's seasonopening win over Bradley. While King held Windless to eight points in
the game, Williams was pumping 17 points in the nets during the first
half. "He had not shot the '3,— Newton said of Williams. "The way these
youngsters shoot the ball, you have to honor everyone."
Williams scored seven straight points as GSU notched their first
10-point lead at 12-2. The Racers came back, cutting the lead to 16-13 on
frank Allen's five-foot jumper, but Williams canned another "3."
GSU surged out to a 28-18 lead with 9:12 left in the first half before
the Racers trimmed the edge to 28-23. Another Williams 3-pointer, however, pushed the Eagles to a 36-26 lead with 3:44 left in the first half.
That was the Eagles' story. The rest belonged to Murray State.
The defense clamped down first, shutting GSU out the rest of the half
while the Racers chipped away at the lead from the free throw stripe,
hitting four of six chances to cut the lead to 36-30 before a Greg Coble
layup and Allen's 20-foot jumper with 1:11 left reduced the halftime lead
to 36-34.
Strengthened by their halftime talk and planning ("We talked about
realities," Newton hinted), the Racers fired out in the second half with
Popcyc Jones sinking a short hook to tie the game at the 19:42 mark.
GSU 7-0 center Emmitt Smith hit a putback for the Eagles, but Allen
scored from 15 feet to tie the game again. King then sank two free throws
with 17:43 for Murray State's first lead of the game, and the Racers never
looked back_
A John Jackson layup and Allen 3-pointer pushed the lead to seven,
45-38, with 15:47 left. It was 51-44 when King and Allen buried back-toback 3-point shots to open the lead to 13 points and ignite a nine-point
scoring run-, with Cedric Gumm hitting from 20 for a 60-44 lead with
11:21 left.
(Cont'd on page 38)

The boys' high school hoops
season tipped off locally over
the last two nights, with the
Murray High Tigers and the
Calloway County. Lakers posting
easy victories.
Both tearns used strong third
quarter ,showings to blitz past
opponents, with Calloway routing Fulton County an Tuesday,
and Murray bouncing Hickman
County in the opening round of
__the St. Mary Holiday Tournament last night.
While the Tigers have three
starters back from last year's
team that lost just three games in the First Region, the Lakers
are somewhat of a mystery after
losing four seniors, including
most of a bulky front line, and
outside scorer Benji Kelly.
But Jamar McNary, whose
nifty pass catching helped propel the Laker football team, did
wonders for the Laker basketball
club on Tuesday. McNary
showed a little bit of everything
Tuesday, hitting 3--pointers, running the break, using his quick
hands to ignite the Laker press,
and even helping the Lakers on
the glass.
McNary's play at point guard
could make Calloway a regional
contender, if the Lakers can
rebound better and show a little
bit more in their half-court
offense than they showed Tuesday night. But it's not even
December yet, so give them
time.
The Murray High Tigers
started slow last night, until a
balanced third quarter put the
Hickman County Falcons away.
The Tigers appear to have more
depth. and more importantly,
more balance than they had last -season. Cary Miller moved nine .
deep into his bench last night
in the St. Mary Holiday Tournament. something he didn't do
all last year.
While deeper in sheer numbers, the Tigers also appear to
get more bang per buck on the
Staff Report
floor. Guard Willis Cheaney carMurray Lodger & Times Sports
ried the club on his back a lot
last season, but Jason Joseph
JONES BORO, Ark. — The Murimproved over the summer on
ray State Lady Racers turned it
the inside, and Heath Walls and
around, but also turned it over, in
sophomore Chip Greene are
the second half of Wednesday
going to give Cheaney some
night's 68-66 loss to the Arkansas
help outside, along with senior
State Lady Indians at ASU.
Allen Rayburn, who started the
Murray State, 1-3, trailed ASU
Tiger season with a 3-pointer
last night_
Both teams may be better this
season, but so is the region as
a whole, and Paducah Tilghman
appears to have a team like
they had 15 years ago, when
CINCINNATI (AP) — Rick Pitithey dominated the region year
no had seen this happen to Kenin and year out. But in baskettucky too many times.
ball, anything can happen and
The Wildcats seemed in control
although the Tornado has to be
with a 14-point lead in the second
the region favorite, and Graves
half Wednesday night against CinCounty appears to be the seccinnati. A few minutes later, the
ond choice, the next tier is
lead was all but gone, and the
wide-open. Before the year is
Wildcats were left to try to pull
out, both the Lakers and the
themselves together in the clutch.
Tigers are going to have plenty
They had trouble doing that last
to say about who is going
year, Pitino's first as head coach.
where in March.
They had no trouble Wednesday
Look for the Tigers to
night, rallying behind a pair of free
redeem themselves from last
throws and a layup by Reggie Hanyear's All-A Classic disappointson for a 75-71 victory.
ment and win the "A" regional,
Kentucky (2-0) came away from
while look for the Lakers to
its first national television appearsurprise people.
ance in two years feeling a little
• • •
more ready for prime time.
The Murray State Racers
"We had the jitters. Now we're
posted an easy victory over a
over it, Pitino said. "We needed
Georgia Southern team that was
this win. If we would have come
just a couple of spots behind
up empty, there would have been
them in Tuesday's USA Today
some doubting. This win means a
computer rankings.
lot."
Scoreboard watchers will also
The game meant a lot to Cincinnote that Nebraska. who the
nati (2-1), which was hoping to
Racers downed Sunday night in
break a 13-game losing streak to
the finals of the San Juan Sunthe Wildcats that dates to Decemshine Shootout, knocked off
ber 1939. But they came out cold
Michigan State (remember them)
and never got their offense on
in East Lansing last night.
track.
Racer Arena was not full last
Cincinnati turned the ball over
night. I can't believe there are
16 times and shot just 31 percent
not 5,500 people in this area
from the floor, the two deciding
who want to see a top-quality
factors.
college basketball team. It
A decision by Pitino may have
should be full every time this
had a lot to do with that.
team plays this season.
Kentucky is know for its fullIt's hard enough to get
court pressure and 3-point shootrespect across the country,
ing. Pitino had sized up Cincinnati
which the Racers are starting to
get and should get more of it • and decided it would be able to
handle the press.
as they move through the
Instead, Pitino went to a halfseason. I hope they start getting
court
defense that gave Cincinnati
some more respect here in the
(Colit'd
on page 38)
Jackson Purchase.
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Murray State's Greg Coble drives to the hoop against the defense of Georgia Southern's 6-10
Cal Ferguson while Racer teammate Scott Adams gets in rebounding position during first-half action of Wednesday's 78-61 win.
Staff photo by Daniel T. Parker

Lady Racer turnovers spoil second-half turnaround
by ten points at the half but used a
14-4 run through the first seven
minutes of the second half to tie
the game at 42-42.
The game then settled into a nipand-tuck struggle, with neither
team claiming a lead of more than
four points.
Angie Waldon sank a 15-foot
jumper with 1:49 left in the game

to give MSU a 64-62 lead, but Shyla Tucker scored on a layup to tie
the game, then added two free
throws at the 1:20 mark for a 66-64
ASU lead.
Waldon sank two shots from the
stripe with a minute left to tie the
game again, and the Lady Racers
regained possession of the ball with
36 seconds left in the game.

•
But Sonja Tate stole the ball and throws. Taking possession after the
scored on a reverse layup with 14 joul, Arkansas State was sent to the ,
seconds to play, giving ASU a line again with nine seconds left
68-66 lead, and Murray State and missed the front end of the
turned the ball over — one of 31 one-and-one — but ASU claimed
MSU floor errors in the game.
their own rebound and ran the
Still, MSU had a chance. After clock out.
being called for an intentional foul
Michelle Wenning led both
after the turnover, the Lady Racers teams in scoring and rebounding,
watched as ASU missed both free (Cont'd on page 38)

Vintage showing

UK blows lead,
rallies for win

Tigers overcome early sluggishness
ures, with Willis Cheaney leading
the way with 22 points. Jason
Joseph tossed in 16 after a sluggish
PADUCAH — For the first half start, and pulled down eight
Wednesday night, Murray High rebounds. Sophomore Chip Greene
showed coach Cary Miller a typical tossed in 12, while Heath Walls
example of an opening game, pitched in 10.
struggling to get moving against
Michael Davis led all scorers
Hickman County in the opening
with 25 points to lead Hickman
game of the St. Mary Holiday
County, while Brian Jewell had 13.
Tournament.
Allen Rayburn buried a 3-pointer
But after a strong third quarter, from the right corner to get the ball
the Tigers had shown what Miller
rolling for the Tigers, and Cheaney
hopes is a vintage season-long
swiped up a steal and scored to put
show, as Murray cruised to a 75-58
Murray up 5-0. Hickman answered
victory.
with six straight, and the teams
Miller liked the Tiger pressure, settled into a first-game pattern of
the Tiger depth, and the Tiger will
tentativeness, with Cheaney scoring
to win in the second half.
most of the Murray offense, and
"We played hesitant at the start,"
bavis carrying the mail for HickMiller said. "We jumped out to a
man County.
5-0 lead, and then we weren't
A Cheaney bucket in the lane
doing- anything. We weren't mov- gave Murray an 11-9 lead at the
ing on offense, and we corrected
end of the first quarter, and the
that at halftime."
Tigers opened up the second quarThe Tiger offense started mov- ter with a 7-2 run, behind two
ing, and the Tiger defense started
scores from Joseph and a jumper
scrambling Hickman.
and a trey from Cheaney. But
"I think the big difference in the
Hickman, paced by Davis,
game was our press," Miller said. answered with it a 9-2 run of its
"We're going to have to have some own, capped by a Davis 3-pointer,
depth to play the press. Our seniors and Murray used late scores from
did a good job, and we brought in
Walls, Cheaney and two Bart Crum
two juniors and two sophomores, free throws to take a 28-24 lead at
and they did pretty well."
halftime.
Last year, the Tigers spent most
Hickman stayed close early in
of the year playing six people, and
the third period, but the Tiger press
Miller hopes Murray develops started to take control, after Cheamore depth this season.
ney hit a 3-pointer. After Hickman
"We're going to have to have it," turnovers, Walls sank two free
Miller said. "It hurts us last year throws and Greene scored a 3-point
when we didn't. We feel we have a
play, and Murray held a 43.-33
full bench, with eight, nine, ten lead.
guys. And if you are going to press
Davis pulled Hickman within
and run like we want to do, you seven, at 45-38, but two free
have to be deep."
throws from Chris Bailey and a
Four Tigers found double fig- (Cont'd on page 38)
By DAVID RAMEY
Lodger & Timms Asst. Sports Editor

Willis Cheaney goes up under Brian Jewell's defense for a basket at
the end of the first quarter in Wednesday night's 75-58 victory in the
first round of the St. Mary Holiday Tournament.
Staff photo by David Ramey
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Racer defense...

Actions& Reactions
Football
FOXBORO, Mass. — Michael Timpson denied any involvement in the sexual harassment of Boston Herald reporter Lisa Olson in the New England Patriots locker
room and an attorney for Zeke Mowatt said the controversy is "far from over " One
day after NFL commissioner Paul Tagliabue fined Howell $12,500 and Timpson
and Robert Perryman $5,000 each in connection with the Sept. 17 incident, Robert
Fraley, Mowatt's attorney, told the Boston Globe that "if (Tagliabue) thinks this is
over — and I know its what he would like to think — then he is mistaken This
thing is far from over." Tagliabue imposed the penalties after receiving a 60-page
report of an investigation of the incident "I had nothing to do with the issue. I stick
by it," Timpson said. ''All the rest of you have to talk to my legal representatives."
• . •
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. — New York Giants linebacker Carl Banks was
arrested Tuesday morning and charged with criminal mischief under the Domestic
Violence Act, said Watchung police Lt. Robert Reilly. Banks' wile Cheryl had summoned police to their $1.1 million Somerset County home and officers responding
to the call found a door broken, Reilly said. Reilly said Banks' wife did not want to
sign a complaint against her husband but that under the law police had the right to
sign it. If convicted, Banks, who was released after paying $250 bail, faces a maximum fine of $1,000, Reilly said. A court date was not immediately set, he said.
Banks has missed the last six games because of a dislocated left wrist he injured
in a Sept. 30 game against the Dallas Cowboys.
•

• •

SOUTH BEND, Ind. — Notre Dame's Raghib "Rocket" Ismail, who has 1,726 allpurpose yards this season, was named the Walter Camp player of the year. Ismail
and the Walter Camp All-America team will be honored at a banquet at Yale University Commons in New Haven, Coon., on Feb. 16

Basketball
BOSTON — The NBA game between the Boston Celtics and the Atlanta Hawks
was called early in the second period because of a slippery court at Boston Garden. With Boston ahead 37-22 and 10:30 left in the first half, officials called the
game "because of unsafe conditions." Under NBA rules, the game will be rescheduled at a later date. It was not known if the game would be restarted or picked up
where it was stopped An area at one end of the court inside the 3-point perimeter
became slippery as unseasonably warm weather apparently caused condensation
of ice under the court. The last NBA game that had to be rescheduled was on Jan.
17, 1989 when racial violence broke out in the area near Miami Arena. where the
Heat were supposed to play Phoenix.

(Coned from page 28)
Jackson hit a short jumper at 8:06 and added a putback seven seconds
later for a 66-46 edge, and Jones' layup at the 7:17 mark pushed the lead
to its highest mark, 68-46 with 7:17 left
After trailing 36-26 with 3:44 left in the first half, the Racers had outscored Georgia Southern 42-10 until the 7:17 mark.
The Eagles chipped away at the lead in a futile effort. Murray's lead
never shrank below 12 points after King's 3-point shot with 13:30 left,
and Gumm snapped a lo-o-ong 3-point shot through the nets at the buzzer
for the 78-61 final.
"We knew we had to take control of the tempo and dictate what we
wanted to do," said Allen, who ended up with 17 points, second to Jones'
game-high 19 points.
Jones also claimed ten rebounds, seven on the defensive end, while 6-6
senior John Jackson also had ten rebounds, with seven coming from the
offensive boards to contribute to his 11 points. King also scored 11 points
while Coble added nine.
It was Coble's defensive effort in the second half that won praise, however, as he shut Williams down completely. Williams did not get a shot
off in the second half. "He did a nice job of putting the glove on him,"
Newton said of Coble's defense, adding praise of King's work against
Windless as well.
"I was very pleased with the second half," Newton said. "That's the
way defense is supposed to be played. When we strap it on and lock
down, that's what happens with this basketball team."
The Racers host Western Kentucky (124-65 losers to No. 17 Georgia)
on Saturday night before taking on the Tigers at Memphis State University next Tuesday.
Newton and the. Racers expect their 4-0 record and rising national
attention will continue to provide emotional boosts to their opponents —
and that's just the way they want it.
"Our team is coming along; I think it's time for us to get some national
attention," said Jones, adding he welcomes the pressure which goes along
with it. "I think we kind of like that," he said with a slight smile. "It
brings out the best in us."
MSU Racers 78, Ga.Southern 61

Golf
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. — Charles S. Mechem Jr., a retired Cincinnati television
executive, was named commissioner of the Ladies Professional Golf Association.
The new commissioner recently retired after 24 years as chief operating officer of
Great American Communications, formerly called Taft Broadcasting, in Cincinnati.
Mechem was introduced at a news conference by LPGA President Judy Dickinson
at Indigo Lakes Resort in Daytona Beach, where the LPGA is headquartered.
Mechem, 60, replaces William Blue, who was fired Aug. 21 after serving just 21'A
months of his five-year contract.

Tigers overcome...

General
NICOSIA, Cyprus — Former world heavyweight boxing champion Muhammad Ali is
expected to leave the Iraqi capital this week with at least 14 American hostages
Ali met with President Saddam Hussein of Iraq on Tuesday for 50 minutes. The
48-year-old boxing great went to Baghdad at the invitation of the Iraqi government
Ali's spokesman, Jaber Mohammed, said the former champion and his entourage
expect to leave Baghdad on Saturday but hope to receive a list of the hostages
today that will provide them with the exact number to be freed. There are almost
1,000 Americans remaining in Iraq and Kuwait, more than 100 held as "human
shields" at strategic military and industrial sites in Iraq

Soccer
NEW YORK— The United States may have the most sophisticated television networks in the world, but the organizing committee looked to Europe when it chose a
host broadcaster for the 1994 World Cup. The European Broadcasting Union was
selected to produce coverage of the tournament. Scott LeTellier, the 1994 World
Cup Organizing Committee's president, said his group wanted the EBU because of
its expertise in televising soccer. But he also admitted that ABC, CBS and NBC did
not want to incur the production expense of producing the 52 games and providing
signals for the rest of the world

Hockey
NEW YORK — Right wing Brett Hull of the St. Louis Blues, who leads the NHL
with 24 goals, leads the balloting for the Campbell Conference team for the NHL
All-Star Game with 172,760 votes. HuN and Los Angeles teammates Wayne Gretzky (103,915) and Luc Robitaille (74,914) are the leaders for the Campbell Conference forward line.

Nebraska upsets Spartans
By DICK PPINSTER
Associated Press Sports Writer

Beau Reid, filled with doubts
about playing basketball this season at Nebraska, didn't have any
trouble deciding what to do when
he got the ball with 2 seconds
remaining against fifth-ranked
Michigan State.
"I knew it was a long way out,"
Reid said, adding that he never
thought about passing the ball
before making a 23-footer Wednesday night. "I thought it was short
when I shot it."
But Reid, a 6-foot-8 guard, was
wrong. He got to celebrate the shot
of his life and a 71-69 victory.
"Deep down in my heart, I
believed I would come back," said
Reid, a graduate student hampered
last season by reconstructive knee
surgery. "But for a while there
(last season), I wasn't sure.
Coach Danny Nee was thrilled.
"It was as good a win as I can
remember," he said. "If it

Lady...
(Cont'd from page 28)
posting 24 points and 13 rebounds,
and it was her six points at the start
of the second half which spurred
MSU's comeback.
Waldon added 10 points, Fondo
Gamer 9 and Tawnya Pierce 8,
with Pierce starting at guard and
notching a career-high six assists.
MSU sank nearly 49 percent of
their shots from the floor for a season high and added 78 percent
shooting from the stripe, but it was
the 31 turnovers which stood out as
the key stat.
The Lady Racers, with key injuries at the guard position, are averaging over 26 turnovers per game.
Arkansas State was led by Tucker and Michelle McCarrol with 18
points each.
NEXT: Murray State hosts
Bethel College Friday night at 7:30
p.m. in Racer Arena.

—11011111.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN (61)
Windless 2-6 3-4 8. iisgans 3-8 0-0 6, Siren 4-10 0-0 8 Young 1-7 0-0 2. Charles 241 0-2 6, Whams 7-9 0-0 17,
POW 1-2 0-0 3. Leach 0-0 0-0 0, Powell 0-1 0-0 0, Ferguson 3-9 5-6 11 Totals 23-59 6-12 61
MURRAY ST. (711)
Adarne 0.3 2.2 2. Coble 4-10 0-0 9, Jones Si? 3-3 19. King 3-10 4-6 11, Allen 7-14 0-0 17, Gumm 2-2 0-0 5, Wean
0-0 0-0 0. Overstreet 0-0 2-4 2, SivIlls 0-0 2-4 2, Gold 0-0 0-0 0, Jackson 5-9 1-3 11 Totals 29-65 14-22 76
• • •
Haltrne—Georgia Southern 36. Murray St 34 3-point goats—Georgia Southern 7-13(Miami 3-4. Nobitt 1-1. Charles 2-4, Windless 1-3), ;Ai-nay St 6-21 (Gutnm 1-1, /Ong 1-6. Allen 3-8. Cotes 1.4, Jones 0-2) Fouled out—Hagans
Rebounds—Gunge Southern 36 (Ferguson 9). Murray St 40 (Jones. Jackson 10) Assists—Georgia Southern 10.
(Young, Hagans 3), Murray Si 13 (Coble 4) Total fouls—Georga Southern 19, lAirray Si 14 A--4.103

would've lasted another 30 seconds, the score would've been
different."
But it wasn't, in part because
Michigan State wasn't expecting
Reid to shoot.
"We made a mistake," Spartan
coach Jud Heathcote said. "We
wanted to take the lob away from
(NU center Rich) King. Look at the
pros. Most times they lob it right
back into the guy.
"This time Reid was ready and
we were looking at King. He hit it.
I was hoping it didn't go in, but it
was nothing but net."
In other games involving ranked
teams, it was No. 10 Indiana 70,
Notre Dame 67; No. 11 Ohio State
116, Delaware State 67; No. 13 Pitt
82, Siena 80; No. 17 Georgia 124,
Western Kentucky 65; and No. 18
Oklahoma 81, Texas A&M 65.

(Cont'd from page 28)
Greene 3-pointer moved the Tigers
out to a 12-point edge, and they
built a 2I-point lead in the early
stages of the fourth quarter.
Miller said the Tigers concentrated at halftime on movement.
"We kept the ball on the perimeter in the first half," Miller said.
"We weren't moving, and our spacing was way off. We did a much
better job in the second half, and
Willis did a nice job of penetrating
for us."
The Tigers doubled their score in
the third quarter, moving from a
28-24 halftime lead to a 56-39
score at the end of the quarter.
Seven Tigers scored during their
period, with Greene tossing in six
points, Cheaney five, and Joseph
and Walls each four.
"We had great leadership out
there tonight," Miller said.
Like his teammates, recent Murray State signee Joseph started
slow, but finished strong.
"He'll impress you as the season
goes along," Miller said. "He might
have been pacing himself in the
first half, but in the second half he
played extremely well."

The Tigers were effective shooting the ball on the floor, as Murray
was 27-of-49 from the field, and
held Hickman to 19-of-48. The
Tigers were outrebounded 30-18,
but Murray knocked home seven
3-pointers and forced more Hickman turnovers.
• • •
NEXT: The victory pushed Murray
into the tournament semifinals,
where they will face Lone Oak Friday night at 6 p.m. The Flash
downed Trigg County 75-38 in the
second game Wednesday behind 16
points from Matt Wallis, who
scored the first ten points of the
game.
In tonight's first-round action,
Ballard Memorial takes on Livingston County, while Reidland faces
the host Vikings.
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IVIC)11. — Fri.
9:30 til 5, Saturday

HICKM.AN COUNTY
9 24 39 58
MURRAY HIGH
11 28 56 75
Hickman County (58) — U. Davis 25, Jewell
13, Coates 9, S Davis 8, Hunt 2, Wilson 1,
Howard, Swindler. 19i48 FG, 18/29 FT, 30
rebounds. Record 1-2.
Murray 1751 — Cheaney 22, Joseph 16,
Greene 12, Walls 10, Rayburn 7, Bailey 4,
Crum 4, Whitaker, Thomas. 27149 FG, 14-20
FT, 18 rebounds Record - 1-0.

the lead to 69-68 with 2:48 to play.
Both teams got the late-game jitters. Kentucky missed its next five
shots, and Cincinnati misfired on
its next five. Hanson's two free
throws and one by UC's Louis
Banks left Kentucky ahead 71-69
with 51 seconds left.
Hanson then made the decisive
play of the game. He took the ball
at the foul line, drove and beat two
defenders to the basket for a layup
with 29 seconds to play, giving
him a game-high%20 points.
After Banks missed 16 seconds
later, Richie Farmer sank two free
throws to clinch a victory in the
Wildcats' first national television
appearance in two years.
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Patty Green way, Kimberly House
or Randy Wilkins
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1304 Chestnut
I Next to Subby',
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Murray 75, Hickman 58

UK blows lead...
(Cont'd from page 28)
trouble.
Cincinnati shot 24 percent in the
first half, compensating with its
half-court trapping defense. Kentucky turned the ball over 16 times
in the half and led 35-33 at the
intermission.
Kentucky handled the ball a lot
better when the second half started,
putting together a 14-4 spurt for a
55-41 lead with 13 minutes to play.
A 3-pointer by Jeff Brassow completed the spurt and left the Wildcats in control.
Not for long. Cincinnati scored
the next nine points to get back
into the game, and Herbert Jones
scored eight straight points to cut
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
msu to feature 'Messiah' Tuesday
The Murray State University
College of Fine Arts & Communications Department of Music will
present a performance of George
Frideric Handel's "Messiah" at 8
p.m. on Tuesday, Dec. 4, in Lovett
Auditorium.
Ticket donations are $6 for
adults and $3 for students. Tickets
may be purchased at the MSU Student Government office in the Curris Center, at the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce,
and from Coral Union members.
Proceeds will benefit the MSU
Music Scholarship Fund.
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WEEKLY
ARTS
CALENDAR

Nob. 29, 30 and Dec. 1 —
Performance — "Amahl and
he Night Visitors," Playhouse
in the Park and MSU Departrtient of Music, admission, performed at Playhouse in the Park,
7 p.m. Thursday and Friday
,performances by the opera
company), and 2 p.m. and 7
p.m. Saturday (performances by
life-size puppets, sung by opera
company.)
Through Nov. 30 —
Exhibit — "2400 Words on
Veneto, Italy," photography of
Lee Robbins, free, public
library.
Exhibit — Works by MSU
students in Advanced Drawing,
free, Murray Art Guild.
Through Dec. 1 —
Exhibit — Sponsored by the
Kentucky Watercolor Society,
free, 10 a.m.-4:30 p.m. MondayFriday, and 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Saturdays, Wrather West Kentucky Museum.
Dec. 2 —
Hanging of the Green —
MSU Department of Music,
free, Curris Center, 5 p.m.
(Reception at 4 p.m.)
Christmas program — Murray Woman's Club, open to
community, 2 p.m., free, club
house, refreshments following
program.
Rehearsal — For choir/
orchestra performing "Messiah,"
7-9 p.m., Lovett Auditorium
Stage.
Dec. 3 —
Meeting — West Kentucky_
Playwrights, 7 p.m., Playhouse
in the Park.
Dress rehearsal — For choir/
soloists, orchestra performing
"Messiah," 7:15-9 p.m., Lovett
Auditorium Stage.
Dec. 3 and 4 —
Audition — Students in
grades 6, 7 and 8 for Middle
School touring show, Playhouse
in the Park, 4 p.m. on Monday,
4 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. on
Tuesday.
Dec. 4 —
Concert — MSU Chamber
Orchestra and Combined Choirs
featuring selections from Handel'S "Messiah," addmission, 8
p.m., Lovett Auditorium.
Dec. 6 —
Concert — MSU student
composers, free, 8 p.m.. Farrell
Recital Hall.
Dec. 6, 7, 8 and 9
Performance — "Amahl and
the Night Visitors," Playhouse
in the Park and MSU Department of Music, admission, performed at Playhouse in the Park,
7 p.m. Thursday and Friday
(performances by the opera
company); 2 p.m. and 7 p.m.
Saturday, and 2 p.m. Sunday
(performances by life-size puppets, sung by opera company.)
Dec. 9 —
Open house and art show —
Murray Art Guild, 1-4 p.m.
Tour of homes — Sponsored
by Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club, 1-4 p.m. Homes
toured are the W.A.T.C.H. Center (702 Main), Oakhurst (MSU
president's home), and homes
owned by Mark and Mona
Blankenship (806 Olive), and
James and Drucilla McKinney
(1505 Tabard).
Dec. 9 and 10 —
Auditions — Roles for five
women in the musical review,
"A-41y Name is Alice," 7 p.m.,
Playhouse in the Park.
Through Dec. 14 —
Exhibit — Works by Joel
Feldman, free. Clara M. Eagle
Gallery.
Through Dec. 31 —
Entry blanks available —
For Camera Club photo contest,
at Murray Art Guild.

Miierray Ledger & Times

include Gina Scaggs, soprano; Ka)
Gardner Bates, alto; Randall Black,
tenor; and Stephen King, bass.
Steven Michelson will conduct
the MSU choirs and Eric Williams
will conduct the MSU orchestra.

Performing the "Messiah" and
other selected orchestral literature
will be the MSU Concert Choir, the
Choral Union, and the Chamber
Orchestra.
Soloists who will perform

Playhouse to hold auditions
Murray's Playhouse in the Park will hold auditions for 'Flashback!",
the 1991 middle school touring show, on Monday and Tuesday, Dec. 3
and 4, at the Playhouse. Auditions are set for 4 p.m. on Monday; and 4
p.m. and 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday.
Directed by Pat Clement, the show is a look at the memories we all
share from childhood. It was developed by the same ensemble who produced the script for last year's show, "I Didn't Know That!"
This year's tour will begin in February, 1991, and include regional
schools, community centers and libraries. In addition to roles on-stage,
Clement is looking for talented stage managers and crew to assist with
production. Any middle school student interested in working on the production or reading a role is invited and encouraged to attend. For more
information, contact the theater at (502) 759-1752.

The Disney
Channel's
FREE
Holiday
Preview

Chris Compton, Cassie Carroll and Chelsee Thompson watch as guest artist Karen Boyd puts the finishing
touches on the head of one of the characters featured in the Playhouse in the Park puppetry production of
"Amahl and the Night Visitors." The puppetry production of the Christmas classic opens on Saturday
afternoon at the Playhouse. Tonight is opening night for the opera company production.

Amahr opens tonight at the Playhouse
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Tonight is opening night at the
Playhouse in the Park for the GianCarlo Menotti opera, "Amahl and
the Night Visitors," a cooperative
effort between the Murray State
University Department of Music
and the Murray Calloway-County
Community Theater.
And it's opening night again
tomorrow, with a different cast for
the same show.
And on Saturday afternoon,
there's still another opening, this
time with life-sized puppets talking
on all the roles and the community
theater's Children's Theater Company in charge of the production.
Which do you choose?
You may have to make reservations to see all three.
(Okay, so you could get by with
just seeing the puppet performance
and one acting performance. But
then you'd have to choose between
Jeremy Hunt in the role of Amahl,
who looks the part to perfection
and sings in a pure and sweet
soprano, and Erica Rowlett, a little
taller, equally charming, with a
voice that's effortlessly beautiful.)
And that would give you three
chances to hear the music.
Yes, Amahl is an opera, but the
music has just as much in common
with Broadway as it does with the
kind of opera people think they
don't like.
"You don't have to be classically
inclined to like this," says Randy
Black, the music director for the
production. "But it does help if you
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believe in the Christmas story."
The story Menotti wrote through
music is about faith, and the power
of love. It tells of the night nearly
2,000 years ago when the three
kings, following a star, stop for
shelter at a humble cottage in the
desert near Bethlehem. There they
met Amahl, a poor, crippled shepherd boy who lives with his
widowed mother.
Inspired by the wise men's tale
of a "kingdom built on love alone,"
Amahl offers his own simple gift to
the newborn Christ Child.
And then a miracle happens.
Liz Bussey, who's directing the
show, perhaps her last one for the
Playhouse in the Park, calls
"Amahl and the Night Visitors" a
play about miracles.
A---miracle, she says, is something that happens unexpectedly,
something we tardly dare hope for,
and it's always wonderful.
"The story in the play concerns
itself with miracles — with Jesus's
birth, with what happens to Amahl,
with the miracle of love. In our
ordinary lives, we need to know
that miracles can happen.
"And it's definitely a miracle
that we can put on a production
like this in Murray."
Bussey says that the adults and
the children who sing in the opera
company have "miraculous voices.
It's hard to say how wonderful they
are."
It's another miracle that the
Playhouse has found people like
Karen Boyd to supervise the design
of the puppets and the set, Heather
Edwards to design and make the
costumes, and Bob Ahlenius and
Jerry Abbitt to work on the lights,
and so many others who have come
out to the theater night after night
to make sure this community theater production is as good as any
theater production anywhere.
The backstage crew for
"Amahl", the people who run the
show, is primarily members of
Intermission, the Playhouse youth
group for middle school students.
That's Erika Johnson and Jessica
Jones as stage managers, Ryan
Pickens and Heather DeLancey as
assistants, and Andrew Bright and
Beth Brockway running lights.

Jerry Abbitt, here in Murray as a
visiting artist at Murray State University's Department of Speech and
Theater, says, "It's amazing what
these kids can do."
And it's definitely a miracle that
the Playhouse can manage a production featuring life-sized puppets
— a technique just not often seen
in this country.
The puppeteers are all ntembers
of the Children's Theater Company
— just kids. No one older than 11.
That's another miracle.
"These children have come to
rehearsal nearly every night for the
past six weeks," says Bussey.
"Some of them are only in the first
grade, yet they're handling puppets
taller than they are, and they
remember a complex choreography

1

and music cues."
On stage, the puppets are graceful and appealing. The kings are
imposing, with their velvet and
gold costuming, yet indulgent with
the boy Amahl. The puppeteers,
dressed in black to blend with the
black curtains, are shadows behind
them, and that lends depth and
mystery to the production.
"You have to see the puppets."
says Black. "They're incredible."
Incredible. Amazing.
Miraculous.
You do tend to run out of superlatives when you try to describe acommunity theater production in
Murray.
This is, `after all, the community
that raised well over $150,000 to
build itself a new theater
auditorium.
It's the community theater that
sold out every performance of its
last production, "Steel Magnolias,"
and had to schedule three extra performances just to accommodate the
advance reservations.
It's the theater that started the
West Kentucky Playwright's
Festival.
And now it's the theater that has
staged an opera production of
"Amahl and the Night Visitors"
with children operating life-sized
puppets.
"You can't miss this one," says
Bussey. "If you do, you're missing
the best Christmas present possible
in west Kentucky."

Showtimes announced for 'An:Lahr
The Red Company opens tonight's opera company performance of
"Amahl and the Night Visitors" at 7 p.m. and also performs on Friday,
Dec. 7.
The Green Company performs on Friday, Nov. 30, and Thursday, Dec.
6. All shows are at 7 p.m.
.The Children's Theater Company puppetry performances of "Amahl"
open on Saturday, Dec. 1, with performances at 2 p.m. and again that
night at 7. The next weekend, puppetry performances are on Saturday,
Dec. 8, at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m., and on Sunday, Dec. 9, at 2 p.m.
Ticket costs are $7 for adults, $6 for senior citizens, and $5 for children. Tickets are available through Playhouse box office, 759-1752.

AL

1,995

McNear, Winningham to exhibit art
Laura Lynn Winningham and Alan McNear will host a joint exhibition
titled, "Holy Cow," in the upper level of the Eagle Gallery located in the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center at Murray State University. The exhibition
of photographs by McNear and drawings by Winningham will be on view
Dec. 3-14. An opening reception will be held at 7 p.m. on Friday, Dec. 7,
in the fifth floor lobby of the gallery.
The daughter of John and Judy Winningham of Martin, Tenn., Laura is
a 1990 candidate for a Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree in Graphic Design at
MSU. Following graduation, she plans to work in the design field and
freelance in the Chicago area.
The son of William and Lorene Benningficld McNear of Campbellsville, Ky., Alan is a 1991 candidate for a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in
Photography/Graphic Design at MSU. Alan plans to study photography in
England next semester and thereafter continue study at the graduate level.
The Eagle Galleries are open from 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Monday-Friday; 10
a.m.-4 p.m. Saturday; and 1-4 p.m. Sunday. There is no admission charge.
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Like most veterinary students, Doreen breezes
through Chapter 9.
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high blood pressure.
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You and your doctor
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The City of Murray. Kentucky has submitted its
F-65 report on Municipal Finances to the
Bureau of Census for the period ending on June
30, 1990. This report and supporting documentation are available for public inspection at City
Hall, City Clerk's Office, 207 South 5th Street,
Monday - Friday. December 3-7, 1990.
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former narcotic officer who said
criminals "couldn't have a better
friend" than Ball.
The court's ruling said there was
ample evidence the newspaper
printed erroneous material that it
knew was wrong or made insufficient effort to determine if it was
wrong.
The circumstances surrounding
the newspaper's reporting and publishing of the story all led to the
conclusion the articles were printed
maliciously, the court said.
•
"We include in the circumstances surrounding publication the
way in which the articles were laid
out, the evidence regarding malice
... and the failure to make any
retraction," Justice Charles Leibson said in the opinion.

CLASSIFIEDS

UU

NORMA, Tenn.(AP) — Federal
mine safety authorities Wednesday
investigated the death of a 28-yearold coal miner who died when a
mine roof collapsed.
The miner died following the
accident 6 p.m. EST Tuesday at the
West Coal Corporation's Green
Branch mine in Scott County, said
Greg West, the company's general
counsel. West declined to release
the miner's name because the victim's family hadn't been notified.
"We don't have any details yet
on accident and how it happened,"
West said. U.S. Mine Safety and
Health Administration inspectors
are investigating the accident,
which occurred about 5,700 feet
underground. The mine is located
near Norma, about 30 miles southeast of Jellico, Tenn.
No other injuries were reported.

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky Supreme Court today
upheld a libel conviction against
The Kentucky Post newspaper,
which it said defamed Campbell
Commonwealth's Attorney Louis
A. Ball.
The court, in a unanimous ruling, also upheld the $175,000 jury
award to Ball for compensatory
damages from the newspaper,
reporter Al Salvato and the E.W.
Scripps Co. that owns the Post. No
punitive damages were awarded.
The articles were published on
Nov. 17 and 19, 1984 and entitled
"Portrait of a Prosecutor." The
front-page articles outlined what
the newspaper said was Ball's poor
record as prosecutor.
Included was a comment from a
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Supreme Court upholds libel conviction
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CLASSIFIEDS
In accordance with Chapters 65 & 424 of the Kentucky Revised Statutes the
following information and supporting data may be inspected by the general
public from December 3, 1990 thru December 7, 1990 at Calloway County
Public Library, 710 Main Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071:
Interim Director: Carolyn Adams, 710 Main Street, Murray, KY

2009 Elmbrook Court, Murray, KY
1511 Chaucer, Murray, KY
1521 Canterbury Drive, Murray, KY
Rt. 7, Box 16, Murray, KY
Rt. 6, Murray, KY

Summary Financial Statement from Calloway County Public Library district
for fiscal period JulY 1, 1989 to June 30, 1990:
$55,440.26

Beginning cash on hand July 1, 1989
Receipts:
S189.349.08
Property taxes
2.195.67
Fines
•
8,518.05
Miscellaneous
Kentucky Dept. of Libraries & Archives 24,822.31

DRIVERS-OTR-Need experienced van/fiat drivers
23 years of age 1 year
experience verifiable Mileage pay plus benefits
Call 1-800 444-6648
S224,885.71

TOTAL RECEIPTS
Expenditures:
Personnel
Books and materials
Operations

$118,531.28
27,401.89
58,531.28
$204,464.45

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

$75,697.38

Ending balance

COUNTER personnel - TELE MARKETER
Must be able to meet public receptionist Must have
well, have pleasant person- good telephone voice neat
ality Good starting salary, in appearance and able to
flexible hours Apply in per- meet people Send resume
to PO Box 770 Mayfield
son Boone's Cleaners
Ky 42066
COURIER Journal is looking for a self motivated TELEPHONE Sales, mornindividual in Murray to do ing, afternoon, or evening
telemarketing If interested hours No experience
please call 1 800-866 2211 necessary Ideal for stuExt 4140 Ask for Joe Cott- dents, homemakers, retiman between Sam 4pm, rees Casual, friendly of
lice Earn up to $10hr plus
Mon-Fri
incentive bonuses. ImmeDRIVERS - 1 year OTR diate hire 759-1228
exp Run midwest southeast Assigned tractor Mi- TRUCK Driver Trainees
High school graduate or
leage, safety, fuel bonuses
Home regular Heartland GED Want to drive a truck?
No experience? Call J W
Inc
Express,
1800-457-7364
800-553-4546

DRIVERS Team start at
30 cents split Raises up to
38 cents Stop oft, lay over,
motels, excellent benefits
Call Southwest Motor
Inc
Freight,
1-800-251-6291 EOE
EXCELLENT INCOME!
Easy workl Assemble
simple products at home
1-504-641-7778 Ext 2329
24 hours

020
Sealed bids will be accepted for the construction or
a new bridge on South 6th Street,'over Rosebury
Branch, in Murray, Kentucky. Bids will be
received until 2:00-p.m. (Central Standard Time)
on Friday, December 28. 1990 in the city clerk's
office at the Murray City Hall located at 5th &
Poplar Streets, Murray, Kentucky. Bids will be
opened at that time. Plans, required insurance,
information on bid items, etc. can be obtained at
the above location, whose regular office hours are
Monday thru Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Attention is called to prospective bidders to the
Prequalification Requirements and necessity for
securing Certification of Eligibility and Certification of Bid Proposal.

NOTICE
TO CREDITORS
The following estate fiappointments
duciary
have been made in the
_Calloway District Court.
All claims against these
estates should be filed with
the fiduciary within six
months of date of qualification.
Thomas J. Riley, C9
Coach Estates, Murray,
KY 42071 Deceased,
Carolyn Jean Bradfield,
5675 Parview, Apt. 309A,
Clarkston, MI 48346 Executrix, Appt. 11-13-90,
J.A. Gregory Jr., 204
South Sixth St., Murray,
KY 42071 Attorney.
Lucy Miller Farmer,
1608 Sycamore, Murray,
KY 42071 Deceased, Janice Farmer Weaver, 1608
Sycamore St.. Murray, KY
42071 Executrix, Appt.
11-20-90.
Era Miller, West View
Nursing Home. Murray,
KY 42071 Deceased, Dorothy Lavender, P.O. Box
706 Calvert City, KY
42029 Executrix, Appt.
11-20-90.
Clarence Odell Cunningham, Route #5 Box
292. Murray, KY 42071
Deceased, Eda Ruth Cunningham, Route #5 Box
292, Murray, KY 42071
Executrix, Appt. 11-2790, Stephen C. Sanders,
Main at Seventh St., Murray, KY 42071 Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson.
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
District
the Calloway
Court by James A. Herndon, guardian for Jennifer
Mills, minor child. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway District Court on or
before 9:00 a.m. December 10th, 1990, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Michael K. Palmer,executor, of the estate
of Curtis R. Palmer, deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before 9:00
10th,
a.m. December
1990, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway. District
Court by Dimple Pratt,

Notice

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

Fu: tirrie deli cook, full and
dart-time counter help
Awry at
Owens Food
Market
Ask for Lois

Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever. For free information
call:

EXPERIENCED waitress
needed Apply in person at
Uptown Coffee Shop, 410
Between
Main St
Sam-3pm, Mon-Fri
FOOD SERVICE WORKERS: Murray State University is now hinng part-time,
temporary, on-call fpod service workers to work on an
as-noeded basis in the catenng
area. prior food service experience -7i required. Salary:
$5.00 per hour. Apply at Personnel Services, 4th Floor,
Sparks Hall, Murray State
University. EttE/MFVH

executrix, of the estate of
Mae Will Littleton, deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before 9:00
•free lout dant servIce•
a.m. December
10th,
'HOLIDAY INCOME Earn
1990, the date of hearing. CHRISTMAS
TREES Scot- $200-$500 weekly mailing
Ann P. Wilson, tish Pine. Free delivery. Christmas cards, gift items
Circuit Court Clerk 436-5265.
etc For more information
send a stamped envelope
LEGAL NOTICE
TRANSFER your home to. T&J Distributors, GenA final settlement of movies to
videotape 7e per eral Delivery, Miami, FL
accounts has been filed in foot Call Donna Darnell 33156
the Calloway District 759-9246
JANITORIAL position
Court by Barbara Sue
available. 20hrs/week.
Hendon, executrix, of the
Apply in person Boone's
estate of Lois Elene AleCleaners
5 mi. 94 E. 759.1062
xander, deceased. ExcepOpen Sunday's 1 to 4
JOB Opportunities. Be your
tions to this settlement
p.m. until Christmas
own boss. Earn up to 50%
must be filed in the CalloFri. 4-6 p.m.
Insurance available Call
way District Court on or
Sat. 10-4 p.m.
for information 753-0171.
before 9:00 a.m. DecemFree jewelry with
ber 10th, 1990. the date of
appointment.
hearing.
13 IMMEDIATE OPENAnn P. Wilson,
INGS. NEED a job? A
Circuit Court Clerk
GED? Hope for the future?
may quality if: 'You do
LEGAL NOTICE
We would like to You
not have your GED or high
A final settlement of
thank everyone for school diploma. 'You are
accounts has been filed in
between the ages of 16 &
the gifts, cards, vis- 21. We are an E.O.E. This
the Calloway District
Court by Thomas J. Deits & phone calls on project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
vine, executor, of the esour 50th Wedding Industry Council- J.T.P.A.
tate of Joseph Thomas DeCall J.T.P.A. Out Of School
vine, deceased. ExcepAnniversary.
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
tions to this settlement
Thanks Again, 8a m -11 .30a m.
must be filed in the CalloOTR drivers. 12 months
way District Court on or
Mr. & Mrs.
experience, 23 years of
before 9:00 a.m. Decemage, drug testing required.
ber 10th. 1990, the date of
H. L. Tidwell
Hornady Truck Ljne. Start
hearing.
26c/mile, tarp/vacation
23050
Ann P. Wilson,
pay, safety bonus, spouse
Lost
Circuit Court Clerk
passenger program.
And Found
1-800-648-9664
FOUND 1 adult white with
n2n
SECRETARY/.
gray, fluffy, female cat, 1
Receptionist Local conmale
kitten
black
Notice
struction company has an
753-0804
opening for an experienced
ANTIQUE Mall Christmas LOST False teeth around secretary/receptionist. DuOpen House December 1 & Lynn Grove vicinity If found ties include typing, shor2 Refreshments 10% off call Jimmy Butterworth
thand, and light clerical
purchases over $1000
work. Applicant should
U.S 127 North, Harrodshave excellent knowledge
064
burg, KY. 734-5191
of grammar and interact
Help
well with the public Send
Wanted
resume to . David PO Box
ALTERNATIVE Services
934 Murray, Ky 42071,
has opening in its child
\11 Br.inds
setting elderly setting, STUDENTS, self-starters
housekeeping catering Be your own boss, finandept Please call for inter- cially independent With
small investment Join the 01
view 1 800-242 3978
growth company in
AN OHIO OIL CO offers America
Call
ORDER NOW! Discount high income, plus cash 1-615-664-1060 for more
catalog of Christmas gifts, bonuses, benefits to mainformation
miniatures, brass carousel ture person in Murray area
horses and much more Regardless of experience, TELEMARKETING Up to
Over 3,000 items Jewelry write C K Read. ALUBCO, $25per hr People call you
catalog hundreds of styles Box 426, Dayton, Ohio to order our directories
Send $300 (refunded with 45401
502-825-3273, ext B-5
order)TO TRINKETS P 0
commerAPPEAR
in
TV
UP to $15 hour processing
Box 1856 Murray KY 42071
oaks Earn extra money All mail weekly check guaranINSTRUCTION ages All types needed No teed Free details, write,
experience Call now! SD, 12610 Central, Suite
1-800-232-8310 Ext. 37
255 TKY Chino, CA 91710

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Country Jeans

VCR Service
Ward-Elkins

753-1713

011 PAN/ TART INAININIS
DOT CERTIFICATION

1-800-334-1203

ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES Learn this trade we
send instructions parts
and check for assembly
Call (404)426-0672 Ext
DB520
AVON representatives
needed. Earn up to 50%
commission $8 & $15 leis
Free jewelry with this ad
or
75 3 - 2 29 9
502-737-5632

TRUCK drivers! Stop looking for that company that
offers you everything Call
M T I Freight Systems and
get top mileage pay,
monthly bonus, insurance,
new equipment, retirement
Paid vacations and No
N.Y City runs Call today
for more information! M T I
Freight Systems, Kennesaw, GA 1-800-526-4865

SALES
OPPORTUNITY
Established busi
equipment
ness
company now has
an opening for sales
representative
In
Murray and Western
Ky. Sales experience preferred. Benefit program, company car, salary and
bonus.
Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040E,
Murray, KY 42071.

090
Situation
Wanted
PROFESSIONAL house
and office cleaning. References 436-5525.
RAKE leaves and do odd
jobs. Painting and yard
work. 759-4153, 753-1037,
ask for Danny.
WILL do light house clean
ing 436-2299
100
Business
OPP07t00101
HERSHEY Snack Route!
Gross $33,000 first year!
Requires $10,000 to start!
1-800-288-3469
LOCAL route Handling
Foto Lay, Nabisco, etc. Full
company support. Part
time. High earnings per
year. Requires $14,850
cash investment
1-800-782-1550, Operator
2.
WOLFF tanning beds
Commercial-home units
from $199.00. Lampslotions-accessories
Monthly payments low as
$18.00. Call today free
color
catalog
1-800-228-6292
110

Instruction
LEARN a career in the
Horse Industry! Contact
Kentucky Equine Institute,
4089 Iron Works Pike, Lexington, KY 40511.
(606)233-4303 x-263. Next
class starts February 4,
1991. VA approved scholarships available
140
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home axles and tires We will remove 527-2061
WANTED Small to medium farm with livable
house or vacant acreage,
Murray-Mayfield area Call
517-875-2119
150
Articles
For Sale
HEAVY-DUTY trash barrels at Parker Ford LincolnMercury $6 each 701
Main Street, 753-5273

KEN Holland prints for sale
30% below listed value All
are in mint condition, unframed in original package
All prints are the same
WANTED- Full time secret- number Phone 759-4971
ary Shorthand, typing, leave message
computer skills Send resume to PO Box 1040C Ladies 1/2 carat diamond
Murraat Ky 42071
with 1/3 diamond cluster
set $825 753-9586,
WENDY'S is now hiring for
9 30am-5pm
day positions Cashiers
grill cooks, maintenance MILLIONAIRES MILclosers salad bar prep and LIONAIRES PANG sandwich makers Apply at BURN'S CANDY IS BACK
Wendy s lilt Chestnut IN MURRAY. Charlie's
daily 2 4pm
Safe-T Pharmacy

Firewood

1

1969 FORD pickup, $300
one owner, manual cattle
head gate, $125, stainless
steel Acme Juicer $75. 66t1
chain link fence 48' high
with gate post, all accessories, $100 753-4010
1986 SNAPPER riding
lawn mower 11hp, 32' cut,
excellent condition, $350,
15cu ft upright freezer,
$100 437-4603 after 5pm
2 MINK stoles 1 Mahogany
china mink, 1 gray Norway
mink Excellent condition
Will sell reasonable
753-1537

FIREWOOD for sale
436-2744
A FIREWOOD for sale
4.37-4667
FIREWOOD Seasoned or
green Also slab wood
Charles Barnett 753-5476
FIREWOOD $30 rick, delivered and stacked
436-2528
MIXED
753-4120

hardwood

220
Musical

30-30 RIFLE with scope,
Pearson compound bow,
completely setup & whirlpool eye level range
753-0791 or 753-1079

6 PIECE clear Ludwig drum
set with 2 Zildpan cymbles
and high hat Clean and
serious inquiries only
$950 474 8049

3 LOOSE diamonds,
'A carat each Appraised at
$2275, will sell all for
$1375 Mayfield, 328-8122

WANTED Organ with full
set of foot pedals Call
753-0815 after 6 30pm

AIR .compressor, service
truck type. Needs motor.
759-1777 after 4pm or
trade for small air
compressor.
APPROXIMATELY 800
bricks, Louisville antiques
$75, HH Scott stereo receiver amplifier, 35 watt,
$100; Parallax loud speakers with 12- woofers. circuit
breaker, $60 each
753-5660.
GIRL clothes, newborn thru
2T. In good condition.
436-2455

200

270

210
Articles
For Sale

Help
Wanted

Notice

Board of Trustees:
Frank Doran
Chairman
Vice Chairman Walt Apperson
Robert K. Martin
Treasurer
Elsie Parker
Secretary
Jane Sisk
Member

ISO
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010

010
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Mobile
Homes For Sale

Mobile
Homes For Rent

1981 12x60 mobile home
New 18000btu A/C $5000
753-8622

2BR gas heat $150/mo
Keniana area Bob Perrin
RE 759 1881
300

1982 LIBERTY 14x70
some fire damage underneath, $3000 753-7975

Business
Rentals

4 CAR shop with office
CELEBRATE CHRIST753-9386, 753-4509
MAS in your new home!
Bargain Home Center has
a bigger selection than ever
and we're ready to make a
deal! Come see us and pick
Out your new home just in
time for Christmas! BARGAIN HOME CENTER,
753-7668
Hwy 641 South, Pans, TN,
90 1 - 6 4 4 - 1 1 76
or
642-7024
320
Apwtnsents
INVENTORY REDUCFor Rent
TION SALE! Prices never

A&F
Warehousing,
Mini Storage

lower on homes in stock! If
you're in the market for a
mobile home don't buy till
you check with us! BARGAIN HOME CENTER,
Hwy 641 South, Paris, TN
90 1 - 6 4 4 1 1 76
or
642-7024

Miscellaneous

NEED $$CASH$$ for
plate Christmas'? Manufacturers
3 PIECES of 'A
availglass, approx 36'x72" with rebates up to $1000
able on some homes, $500
matching storm sash $50
on others! See your friendly
492-8596
sales consultants at BARCASH, for Christmas GAIN HOME CENTER foe
$100000 rebate or free details THIS AD MUST
satellite system with purch- ACCOMPANY ANY REase of Thermally Sealed BATE REQUEST BARVinyl Replacement Win- GAIN HOME CENTER,
dows Reg $19900 or Hwy 641 SOUTH, Paris
Horne remodeling 50% off TN, 901-644-1176 or
1-800-526-7359
642-7024

1BR apartment Low utilities, no pets References
required 753-3949
1BR central heat/air, W/D
hookup, no pets References required. $210 per
month 753-3949.
1BR furnished apartment.
Close to University and
hospital. Some utilities
paid. Call 753-8756 or
753-4012
2BR bock, storage, patio,
carport No pets $295/mo.
Call 753-6931
28R duplex, nice neighborhood, newly decorated References, deposit required.
No pets $275/mo.
436-2816 anytime

2BR duplex in Northwood
GATLINBURG Summit- NICE 2br mobile home set
$295/mo 759-4406
Breathtaking views of Smo- ting on /
1
2a
as
NICE name brand clothes; key mountains Fireplace, de
1 and 2BR apartments near
including coats, shoes, balcony, kitchen Indoor $9
downtown Murray
purses, jewelry. Country pool, Jacuzzis Honeymoon
miles East of 753-4109
pillows dressed bears, and other specials! Free Murray on Post Oak Dr
APARTMENT for rent 1 or
Craft House accessories. brochure 1 800 242 4853
TRAILER 14x70 2BR. 2 2 bedrooms Fully furnDrapes, bedspread, like (205) 968-5139
bath Appliances furnished
ished heat and water innew 35' RV cover, like new
kerosene heater. Too much POST-frame buildings. Lots of room New 200amp cluded Call 759-1743 after
5pm
to mention. 1706 Holiday or 30'x40'x9' erected $5,195, hook-up service pole
plus freight. Other sizes $6000 Must see to apprecall 753-8004.
available Blitz Builders ciate 502 628 3379 after FURNISHED lbr apartment Paid utilities Lease
OFFICE equipment - 1
1-800-628-1324
6pm
and deposit required
metal 6 drawer office desk,
1 metal 2 drawer utility PROOF sets and silver dol. WHY RENT" YOUR OWN 436-2755
desk, 1-4 drawer metal fil- tars make fine presents for HOME can be yours for FURNISHED
3rm baseing cabinet, 1-3 tiered metal every orr_asion! If we don't cheaper payments than ment apt
All utilities turnhave the date you need, rent and there's no better
display table, 1 swivel desk
we'll get it at no extra cost to time to buy than NOW! Kiss 'shed Outside entrance,
chair. 753-8295.
you Check our U S. and the landlcod good-bye and strictly no pets 753-8294
SPA for sale 753-3488 af- foreign coins, proof sets, be in your new home for the NEAR UNIVERSITY
ter 6pm
and silver dollars at the Ox holidays' BARGAIN HOME Large fully carpeted, 2br
WINDOWS & storm win- Yoke Antique Store CENTER, Hwy 641 apdrtment, with large'rig
-4- room and
dows. 32x38, 32x54, (Hazel), Treasure House SOUTH,
or r00(11
901-644-1176- 1 1 76
36x38, 24x38. 429-8659
(Murray), the Mercantile
642-7024
con
(Aurora), Olde Tobacco
tr..
air. Range,
Towne (Mayfield), and the
OLD & NEW
280
refr erator, dishwasher,
Book Rack on E. Wood
MAIL ORDER
Mobile
disposer and washer-dryer
Street in Paris. We buy
BASEBALL C • RDS
Homes For Rent
hookup
$275/mo
'90 UD Justice IR) MT .511
coins and offer professional
'93 T Sandberg iFti MT..........IS
$275/dep 759-1313 Mon
appraisals of estates
T
Mantle
(VGT)........____.11101
'65
2BR mobile home in Pi- thru Fri, 9 to 4pm
753-4161.
'82 1 D Stewart
MT..........9
rates Cove Rec:Gabon&
143 D Boggs (Pli
....
NEW 2br duplex 1811
SATELLITE system. Rent Development near Aurora
83 D Sandberg (Ili M1.----25
to own $29.95 per mo. with Recreational facilities Ridgewood Dr Large
'84 D J Carter (R) MT
'90 F K. Maas (Fl)
....
Free HBO or purchase for available to renters or own- rooms lots of closets Cen'90 U D. K Maas (11) MT... . 4
$299.00
complete with ers For information call tral gas H/A $375/mo
70 1 0 Wintieid (RI NR MT39
Lease and deposit No
Dish & Electronics Call 753-2613
'88 0 G Jeffries IN) MT .........4
pets 753-0814
'86 Topps Traded Set en). 32
1-800-526-7359 Ask about
bedroom,
2 OR 3
furnished
'92 Topps Set 11-7921 NR LIT75
windows
NEW 2br duplex with carCAU. TO RESERVE CARDS 751
or unfurnished Some new
7229 9 P
aillgaalgGailaaang
port 710 Sycamore and
units
and
TIME
share
furniture,
natural
gasSect svaAng Checks muN caw
Ridgewood
1821
campground memberships electric, air conditioned
753-7457
- Cheap! Worldwide selec- Shady Oaks 753-5209
1;5
tions. Vacation Network
U.S. and Canada
1-800-736-8250/305-771Appliances
6296. Free rental informaAVOCADO electric stove
tion 305-771-6331
good condition, $75
759-1293 after 5pm
WATERLESS Cookware
Five-ply stainless steel
LARGE chest type freezer
Heavy home demonstra$100 Call before 3pm, tion kind. Lifetime guaran753-2956
teed. Never used. Originally $1,200 Sacrificing
160
$399. Will deliver.
Horne
1-502-358-4780
Furnishings

Hair Works
Quantum Perms
Christmas Special

25-30 4s%

1

Dec. 3-15th
753-8648 I'

COUCH and loveseat,
earthtone colors, 5 years
old $125 759-233
JINNY Lind baby bed and
dressing table. Stroller and
car seat, all in excellent
condition 753-0044
LR group, DR set, Amana
18cu ft refrigerator with
icemaker All day Friday
and Saturday, 224 S 15th
St
NEAL'S new and used furniture appliances and cars
Just opened at 103 B St.
Benton, Ky 527-0403
QUEEN size waterbed
753-0129

1104 Story (behind Julie's Restaurant)
PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state investigation experience
•Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
'Personal or Corporate
'Missing Persons Your
needs, our specialty Call
Confidential Investigations
(502)753-2641
SHARP copiers Authorized dealer for sales, set
vice, supplies, parts and
rental units Local company Call 1-800-248-4319

HOME RUN
HOBBY SHOP
759-1521 (Home) 753-1566
4th & Sycamore
Mon. & Thurs. 3-6 p.m.; Sat. 10-6 p.m.
Baseball, Basketball, Football
Cards — Packs — Supplies
* Many Great Christmas Gifts *

260
1.11.
Radio

190
Fens
Equipment
CATERPILLAR 0-7 17A
dozer, excellent shape
Under carriage 90%
Ready to go to work Also 2
blades, 1 angle and 1
straight like new Also
Caterpillar scraper 12 yds ,
excellent shape All for
$10,000 Must sell!
502-628-3379 after 6pm
200
Sports
Equipment
UNDERWATER Nikon's V
camera, with 35mm extension tube set, SB 103
speedlight and king pelican
case Bargain $995
928-4460

20" Magnovox color TV.
remote! & cable ready
3wks old 753-5588
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
14x7Oft ALMOST new
Fleetwood, 2becl r m 2bath
deluxe outbuilding covered patio concrete driv
way Perfect for retired couple or newly married Setup
in Coach Estates
753-3855
14x72 2br, 1 bath Built-in
microwave china cabinet.
in mint condition Take over
payments at $175 a month
753 9826

1983 CLAYTON Mobile
Home Large front kitchen
210
with all appliances wood
cathedral ceilings throughFirewood
out front, 2 large bedrooms,
1 bath central air Asking
AtA firewood Seasoned payoff, need to sell quickly
oak $25 delivered. $20 Phone Georgetown
pickup 492 8254
502-863-0179 after 6pm

Now Available to Residents of
Calloway County
GUARANTEED ISSUE
(no health questions)

GROUP MAJOR MEDICAL &
LIFE INSURANCE
Groups of 1-40 lives are eligible if,
I. You are a farmer, or
2. You operated an Agri-related business,or.
3. You receive your power from West KY.
R.E.C.C.(almost all county residents are
eligible).
Underwit ten by Blue(tross/Shield ofCen tral New York & Metropolitan Life. Administered by

Group Trust.

Available locally from:

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal
Savings Building
7th at Main, Murray, Kentucky

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

011/Wo
320

410
Apartments
For Rent

NEW 3br central H/A stove
and refrigerator furnished
Carpet through-out No
pets $450/mo plus deposit 105 N 16th St Days
753-1953, nights
753-0870
NICELY furnished apartment for rent, near MSU.
1,2,38R. 9-5 753-6111, after 5pm, 753-0606.
2BR apartment near University Good condition, appliances furnished. Available now Coleman RE
753-9898

no
Used
Cars

Christmas
Garage Sale

976 FORD LTD 2 door,
power and air, very good
condition $700 0130
354 8879 after 6pm

Fri.. Nov. 30
7:30 to 400
1537 Spring Creek Dr.
(Between Canterbury
Sub. & 841 South)
Christmas trees, orna
ments, wreaths, arrangements (many used
only once), as well as
toys, household items,
winter clothing, Hitachi
component stereo sys

28R brick, Hwy 121 1mi
past Graves County line
W/D hookup, stove and refrigerator No pets Deposit
and references required
$275 489-2440
48R 2 bath 605 N 16th
$550 plus deposit Available Nov 30 Coleman RE
753-9898
LARGE 3bedrm brick,
1batti separate double car
port with patio $400 mo
plus deposit 1709 Farmer
Ave Available Dec 6th No
pets 753-8477
NICE 2br brick with garage
Coleman RE 753-9898

1978 MALIBU Classic 2
door, V-8, steering brakes
air, automatic $1000
435 4140
1978 MUSTANG 2 door,
automatic, good condition,
$1050 753-9181 or
753-8124
1979 CADILLAC Fleetwood Limo, mint condition.
28 inches of stretch, new
501 commercial service
motor, new 400 turbo transmission. wet bar Will sacrifice at $6500 00 or best
offer, need to sell immediately. Call Frankfort (502)
227-8015 after 6pm

tern

430
Real
Estate
KOPPERUD REALTY of
erS a complete range o
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll tree
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L

Lots
WELL insulated 21x, bath,
For Sale
wall/wall carpeting, near
Murray No pets Deposit KENTUCKY Lake lots Cal
References required. $250 loway County 75x100,
753-7551
50x100 $800 OBO
313-699-9809
380
A60
Pets
& Supplies
Homes
For Sale
AKC Poodle puppies, apricot, shots arid wormed Pa- 3BEDROOM house. mus
radise Kennels 753-4106 be moved from current location, 12th & Poplar Call
AKC Poodle puppies 7 MTG
Real Estate
weeks old. $100 each $50
753-40009ask for John
deposit will hold fil Dec
20th 753-4302
3BR, 14 bath, bock in Panorama Shores Central
AKC registered Shih-tzu heat/air 2 car garage,
puppies, 2 male, $150 many extras Priced to sell
753-6339
395-7066
BLUE Healer puppies $35
males, $30 females
753-7975
CHOW puppies 753-5046
CHRISTMAS pups AKC
miniature Schnauzers
Born 11-12-90 $150 N
Graves County 674-5563
SHIH-ZU, $150 Ready for
Christmas 474-8057

1979 MERCEDES 450SE
$8903 442-5647
1979 VW Dasher 4 door
hatchback, 4 speed, good
condition, $850 753-9181
or 753-8124

SNOWSHOE Ski Lodge
Super bargain Sleeps 12,
living, dining, kitchen, pool
room, large family room,
walk to trails/lifts. Fully furnished $138,000. (304)
255-1555, (304)763-3999
440

LAKE home 3br, completely remodeled between
Aurora and Murray,
$24,900 $1000 down
442-5647

1983 OLDS Cutlass wagon, good condition. Call
after 4pm 395-7986
1983 TRANS Am V-8,
white over charcoal gray
Loaded, 71,xxx miles Excellent condition, $4500
759-9311 after 12 noon
1984 OLDS 98 Regency
Brougham Sharp, low
miles $5500 753-8153
1984 VW Scirocco, metallic
bronze loaded Well maintained,30,mpg 753-1541
or see at 210 N 8th St
1986 DErLTA 88 Royale
Dark blue, 44,000 miles,
$6200 753-3682 or
759-4884
1986 OLDS Calais. Low
miles, good condition, must
sell, best offer, 753-3406
from 7am-4pm, 753-8753
after 5pm.
1986 PONTIAC Grand Am.
Gray with red interior, air,
excellent condition.
759-9850 after 4pm.

470
Motorcycles
1973 HONDA 450 good
condition 753-6581
1986 DS-80 Suzuki good
condition, $400 Excellent
Christmas gift for youngster 492-8298 after 5pm

Yard Sale
11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
121 N. to Coldwater,
let drive on left past
Coldwater sign, 2nd
trailer behind old
White school house.
grown & tan trailer.
Boys & girls clothes 3
mo.-4T,
maternity
clothes and much,
much more.

Free
Column

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS
Finonc,rg On The Spot

1989 SUZUKI 0 Quad
Racer 250 After 5pm
436-5692 or 753-4514
BRAND new 1989 Suzuki
500 4-wheeler Make an
offer 753-1356
TWO complete 75 Hondas
$100 for both 759-1969

YES
Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars
Price & Payment Displayed
On Each Vehicle

CARS
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

AUCTION
Sat., Dec. 1, 10 a.m.
KY. LAKE SUBDIVISION
MARSHALL COUNTY
Selling the personal property of Ken and Laura
Barnes, located in Ky. Lake Subdivision, From
Hwy. 68 in Fairdealing take 962 (Old Birmingham
Road) approx. 21/2 miles to Forest Drive, stay on
Forest Drive to sale site, watch for signs.
Will be selling: odd chairs, wooden rocker, port.
TV, combination stereo record player, radio and 8
track. lots of 8 tracks and records, tables, lamps,
pictures, frames, trinkets, wall plagues, elect.
organ, CB base,elect. sewing machine, dining set:
table, Sa chairs and hutch, chest type freezer,
metal wardrobe, trundle bed, fans, elect. heaters,
GE coffee maker, waffle iron, toaster oven, mixer.
food chopper, dishes, pots and pans, lots of other
kitchen items, some glassware, punch bowl set,
set of Rogers silverware, cast iron cornbread
pans, iron skillets, coffee grinder, kerosene lamps.
scales, stone crock, Singer treadle sewing machine (3 drawers on each side), silver tea set,
Readers Digest First Day Cover stamp collection.
cameras, exercise bike, patio table and chairs.
lawn chairs, concrete bird bath, smoker grill, fish
cooker, cooler, fishing tackle, rods and reels, LCR
2000 locator, 16 ft. Polar Kraft Ion boat 25 HP
Mercury motor and trailer, elect. golf cart, golf bag
and clubs, 2 utility trailers, 5 HP tiller, Jonsreds
chainsaw, pusn mowers, elect. leaf blower, hand
truck, ladders, tarps, 1/2 ton chain hoist, acetylene
soldering outfit, battery charger, vise, hyd. jack.
small shop vac, one man saw, skill saw, drill,
gnnder, heavy duty ext. cords, lots of hand tools.
wrenches, hammers, shovels, rakes, hoes, wheel
barrows, log chain and lots of miscellaneous
items.
Sale Conducted By

Johnston Auction Service
Hardin, Ky.
Auctioneers
Pat Johnston
Charles Starks
437-4446
527-9552
Let Us Sell For You!

'89 Pontiac 6003............... $49137
'88 Chevy Cavalier .............$4987
38 Pontiac60t...............$4187
'88 Ford Tempo GL
'88 Ford Escort LX.
'87 Chevy Eurosport

$4987
$4987
$4987

'87 Ford Taurus V6
'87 Chevy Celebrity

$4987
$4987

17 Chevy Cavalier Wgn 14987
'86 Ford Escort
$3487
'86 Pty. Horizon
$3487
15 Chry. Labaron GTS.$3987
'85 Olds Delta 88
$4987
'85 Olds 98 Regency _34987
'84 Olds Cutlass
'84 Buick Skyhawk WON
'84 Dodge Aries Wgn
'83 Mazda 626 LX

$4987
$2487
$2987
$2967

'83 Nissan Sentra WON $2487
'80 Cad. Eldorado
'78 Ply. Horizon

$2487
$987
$1287

"76 Chevy Malibu

TRUCKS
'85 Chevy 5-10 V.6
'84 Ford Van
'81 Ford Van..

$3987

'78 Chevy Suburban

$3967

$3.967
$39137

'77 Chevy Storni& Van$2487
Have You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere?
Credit Problems i/ OK
No Credh V OK
Divorce bi OK
We son depandabie,
affordable cars to people
who want to establish Of
r•-•steblish tholr credit.
Low Monthly Parhonts
Other Locations.
Nay!ield Paducah
We accept Visa & UPC
See Salesman Kelvin York
Sammy Bradshaw, Sales

1113 Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

1988 PONTIAC Firebird,
excellent condition 1986
Ford Bronco 2, 4 wheel dr
Eddie Bower addition
Please call John or Bob
753-1893

Lease For

Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Beretta GT loaded
S31486 ma'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title & License
36 Mo. Closed End Lease

S.

1987 OLDS/0081LE Royale Broughmn Fully
equipped, extra nice
$8200 753-5211

1990 GEO Prizm. Factory
warranty, excellent condition. After 5 call 753-8099

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

WE Guarantee!
That's right' It you are not
appy with the operation ot
our used car or truck you
ught from us, return it to
s within 3 days or 200
iles (whichever comes
irst) and we'll repair it or
e'll refund your money

t's as simple as that!

ES

We'll Repair It
Or
We'll Refund
Your Money!

Netocles touter S301X1 Do Not Duality

TRUCKS
10 Chevy Silverado.......$13,487
19 Ford Converse Vr $16487
19 Ford Aerosta XLT... '13,487
'89 Toyota Egab..........19,687
'89 Toyota P1J
'88 P. an Vol.._ 4687
1811E11 62200
11 Toyota 4 Fainner..... 11,07
'88 Prpcuth Voyager .....10,487
'88 Fad
'8710414
17 Toyota 1
'087
17 Ford Anti XL....'1,987
16 Toyota
16 Choi Silverido vz87
15 Toyota
'85
15 Chevy Dually
'K Chevy Silverado......$3787
'77 Jeep Wagoneer......42937
Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calven
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden. Bus. Mgr
Chad Cochran. Sales Mgr

OF MURRAY

1lalt$10
,
•••"00180118811011110110110
"
.
6`
"
1 .111.•

1987 DODGE Diplomat
SE All power steering.
window, locks, drivers seat
and cruise. High mileage,
sharp, $4000 753-0818 or
see at 815 N. 19th Murray

1990 PONTIAC Grand Prix
LE, loaded, low miles,
same as new. Excellent
value 435-4579

Call:
753-1916

CARS
'96 Toyota
16 Toyota
10 Toyota Camry...........12,487
'89 Toyota Camry........110,987
'89 Toyota Celho: T. $11,487
19
'89 Nssida.............16,487
133 Toyota Carry
18 Toyot
$11487
11 Char/ Camaro...........487
'81 Toyota
'18 Pont. Boone. LE .....„.1617
'87 Cutlass Sua.
r/.987
'87 Nissan
'87 Honda Accad
'17 liazda
16 Tercel 4WD
'5,417
16 Honda A:cad DX.... '7,987
'89 Toyota Supra............1987
'86 Toyota Crassid3........„.$8987
'85 Dodge Daylona............S3987
15 Toyota
'85 Olds Ctra Brghm........ 2487
14 Pontiac TrrsAm.........S1487
14 Oils Custom Cruiser..$487
'84 Toyota
TA Toyota
'V Plymouth Rehrt.........M17
'81 Bud
$3,487
'61 Haola
S2487
'83 Nssr &antra WF.....1.487
'81 liazda
'80 Toyota Corona..........$1287

515S. 12th
Murray. KY

Phone
753-496'

COMPLETE home repair,
carpentry, electric, plumb
ing, appliance and refrigeration repair 753-0318

1989 MUSTANG LX 50,
clean, one owner
456-5584

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE

MI
TA
usis"
Inc

987 CHEVY Caprice
Classic 1 owner, less than
40,000 miles, 3 year war
ranty existing. Lots of extras 759-9570

495

DAVIDSON Roofing Co All
types of roofing 30 years
experience All work guaranteed in writing Free estimates Specializing in
shingle work 753-5812
DO any type odd fobs tree
work, trim shrubbery, cut
and clean fence rows, seal
blacktop driveways, light
hauling, and other types of
work Free estimates Call
Robert Prescott 753-2054
DUSTBUSTERS office and
house cleaning Painting,
window cleaning, chimney
repair Free estimates
753-5368
EASY Go gas golf cart repair 436-2116
LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates . 753-7203

Vats
1987 PLYMOUTH Voyager, $6600 753-2926

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

540
Used
Trucks
1971 CHEVROLET pickup
V-8, good body, $900
435-4140
1973 DODGE pickup, good
work truck and woodhauler
Some body rust. $450.
436-2675.
1976 BLAZER 4 wheel
drive, $2300. 753-4167.
1982 DODGE Ram pickup
SWB, very good condition.
Asking $2500. 759-9203.
1989 CHEVY S-10, with
minor front end damage
Would like to find someone
willing to take over paymts
Still under warranty
753-2798, no answer,
leave message
1985 S10 Blazer Tahoe
package, loaded, aluminum wheels, 45,000 miles.
$6800. 437-4723.
530
Services
Offend
A-1 STUMP Removal and
Spraying. Lawns, trees,
and shrubs, unwanted ants
and insects Call A-1 for
professional service Glen
Joiner 753-0906
ABLE Construction Co
Building Contractors. Residential and commercial renovation, trim/framing carpentry, roofing, painting
436-5598
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303
ANY remodeling, building,
painting & roofing Free estimates References
435-4632

Septic
Tank
Cleaning
753-9224

WANTED a good home for
a lovely Cocker Spaniel
24 years old black and
white Will make.4 good pet
for small children or corn
parson for older person
Free Call 753 4601

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & sow our showroom

•

•

•

—al
,
'

Real Estate Auction
Sat., Dec. 1st, 1990 at 10 a.m. 1/4 mile east of Jonathan
Creek bridge on Hwy. 68 3V2 miles west of Aurora in
Marshall County at Ky. Lake Realty. This is an ideal
location near4campgrounds and 3 marinas.City water,
class 7 fire rating. This is a fine piece of property that
can be used as restaurant - business building or real
estate auction. Nice size lot. Paved parking. The building is 30'x26' - 3 rooms, 1 bath, good location.
Office Equipment: park benches - book shelves - filing cabinet executive desk & chair - office chairs - 3-2 line telephones
sound design - Olivetti copier 1450- elect. Brothers typewriter
comp. 58 - Cobra answer back - typewriter table - 13" Sony t.v.
& wall shelve - mail holder - trash cans - set mail scales - hole
punch - Murray 20" lawn mower - G.E. Spacemaker 111
microwave - Kenmore 2.8 cu. ft. ref. - Robeson electric can
opener - electric heater - flower pots - folding chairs - metal
shelf - Casio calculator - metal frame signs - other office
supplies.
Terms on personal property: cash or good check day of auction.
Terms on real estate: 20% down day of auction, balance in 30
days with passing of deed. Auction, held jointly with
Brinda Sirls, Broker, Ky. Lake Realty
Phone 354-6326

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
G W CONSTRUCTION,
Gerald Walters roofing,
painting, vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal; mowing Free estimates 759-1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Recovery, Murray 436-5560
LEAF raking and removal in
city or county Reasonable
rates Joe's Lawn Care
345-2312
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
For all your carpet and upholstery cleaning For a
free estimate call
753-5827 Satisfied
references
A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GALLIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient service. 759-1835

PLUMBING - 24hr
emergency service Free
estimates, reasonable
rates, city sewers, septic
systems backhoe service
etc Your business appreciated' 753-4200
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
ROCKY COLSON Home
Factory trained by 3 major
Repair. Roofing, siding,
manufacturers Most parts
painting, plumbing. conin stock, on my truck All
crete. Free estimates Call
work and parts warranted
474-2307
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455. ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, driveAPPLIANCE SERVICE.
w ay rock. 753-4545,
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
753-6763.
Whirlpool 30 years experience. Bobby Hopper, SEWING machine repair
136-5848
All makes and models
Home and industrial Call
BACKHOE Service- ROY
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674
HILL Junior Thorn, operaHwy 121 Stella Ky
tor 30 years experience
Septic system, dnve-ways, SPICELAND ELECTRIC
hauling, foundations, etc. Complete wiring, rewiring
759-4664
and service work Steve
and Jason Spiceland elecBLOCK brick, concrete,
tricians 492-8385. day or
drive ways, foundation,
night
bases, patios, chimneys.
repair work. Charles Bar- STEWART'S Hauling nett 753-5476.
trash and garbage pickup
Serving all of Calloway
BUILDER New homes.
County 436-5236
framing, additions, garages. barns, patios, decks, SUREWAY Tree & Stump
greenhouses, remodeling, Removal Insured with full
site preparation, hourly/ line of equipment including
contract Tripp Williams, 60f1 aerial trucks and brush
753-0563
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower COT
CARPET and vinyl repairs
petitive cost Free esti
and installation Pr otes
mates without obligation
sional service Glen Bob
bers 759 1247 leave Day or nite 753 5484
T C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance Plumbing and
CONTRACTOR Portable
Electrical Cleaning
buildings, pole barns genSewer 1210/1212 Main
eral home improvements. Street
753-6111 office,
Wady work for las$. Cus753-0606 after 5pm
tomer satisfaction guaranteed Free °sonatas. LE. VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Williams 489-2663
SarNikpe Center, cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
$35, all brands 3rd Street
and Cooling Service Corn Almo,
Open 9-12, 1-5
pieta saws on al central Mon -Fri
, 753 0530
cooling all makes and
models Call Gary at WILL do plumbing Al guar759-1754
anteed 435-4169
MeSSage

FREE Beagle mix puppies
6 weeks old 437-4785

G and A Construction Quality work at affordable
prices Porch and deck
spec. Room additions.
Door and window installation. Finish carpentry work.
Free estimates Call
753-1126 or436-2617after
4pm

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561

CAMP
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OERRYS
CUSTOM AITCKS CABINETS
CUSTOM IIPOODWOISiNG
All Typas Of

560

Public
Sale

340
Houser
For Rent
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435-4144

Estate Auction
Sat., Dec.1st, 1990 at 1 p.m.at the home of the
late Mr.&
Mrs. Curtis Overby, 308 North 6th St.,
Murray, Ky.
Fancy & good oak dining table, 6 chairs & beautifu
l buffet glass door kitchen cabinet - wood breakfast table
- straight
chairs - treadle sewing machine - bookcase - knee
hole desk &
chair - old mirror - old pictures - old lamp tables large wood
kitchen cabinet - old bedroom suite - old cannon ball
post bed 4 drawer chest - old rocker - cedar lined clothes
box - redwood
rocker - antique cot - old basket - couch & chair - recliner
- love
seat - table lamps - fan - large humidifier - chestfreezer
- picnic
table - vacuum cleaner - cast iron pieces - gas cook stove
- small
kitchen appliances - old glass & china - pots & pans
- wrenches
& tools - hand & garden tools. Other items not listed.
Auction
held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.
For more
information and your auction needs phone

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144 Lynn Grove, Ky.
Dan Miller - Terry Paschall - Darrell Beane
Auctioneers
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Real Estate Auction
Sat., Dec. 8th, 1990 at 10 a.m. at 611 So. Broad
St., Murray, Ky.
3 bedroom house - bath - living room - eat-in kitchen
- utility room garage - metal storage - storm doors & windows
- on large lot.
Motorcycle - couch & chair - 3piece bedroom suite - odd
bed & dresser.
Terms on real estate: 20% down selling price day
of auction, balance
in 30 days with passing of deed.
Cash or good check on personal property.
Auction held jointly with

Roberts Real Estate
Anna Requarth Broker 753-1651
414 South 12th St., Murray, Ky.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144

Real Estate & Equipment Auction
Sat.,Dec.8th,1990 at 10 a.m.at the farm home of Mr.& Mrs.Bob
Beech in Shiloh, Ky.just off Hwy.464 between Almo, Ky. and
Hwy.94 East. From Murray take Hwy.94 East to Shiloh Road,
follow to auction.From Mayfield follow Hwy.464 to auction.
From Cadiz, Ky. follow 94 to Hwy. 464.
Real Estate sells at 12 noon. Real estate will sell in 5 tracts. *1: a 54
acre track -#2: a 29 acre track - *3:a 22 acre track - #4:a 20 acre track
with underground house. Super nice 3 bedroom,3 bath combination,
beautiful kitchen & den with oak bar & oak cabinets - central heat
&
air -*built in Jacuzzi - fireplace - concrete garage • 2 large pole barn
large pond - private well. ie5: 139 acres good pasture land, 3 or
4
catfish ponds, fenced, has cattle running on the farm. The 20 acre
track and the 139 acre track will be combined. Tobacco bases will not
be sold with the land. All of the land is fenced, has cattle on most ofit.
Plenty of stock water - lot of road frontage.
Equipment: Super nice 1930 Model A coupe - 1982 Chevrolet pickup,
4 wheel drive - 1978 G.M.C. 4 wheel drive pickup - 1979 Ford truck
with utility body - older model G.M. road tractor - nice 1975 Model
T.D. 15 International dozer - 6' side winder rotary cutter 112 axle
trailer- dune buggy frame- 3 bottom M.F. plow - like new 8 h.15. rear
tine tiller - large upright air compressor - table saw - drill prvss - ban
saw - circle saw - bench grinder - shop vise - shop anvil - log chains chain hoist - 10,000 gal.2-old di n nerbells,other antiques - diese tank
with diesel in it - electric pump - small diesel tank -old money fe -lot
of nuts & bolts - small shop tools -riding lawn mower -8' thc - chisel
plow - 6' blade - old coins - wheel barrow - 4 row planter - radial arm
saw -chain saw - electric carpenter tools - welder & cutting torch - 50
silver dollars - gold dollar coin 1800's -350 to 400 rolls of hay - some in
barn - some outside. There will be some antiques and furniture.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch
available.
Terms on equipment: cash or good check. Terms on real estate: 20%
down selling price day of auction. Balance in 30 days with passing
of
deed.
Wayne Wilson Real Estate Wayne Wilson Broker 753-3263

Dan Miller • Darrell Beane • Terry Paschall
Auctioneers
"my Serrice Doesn't Cost, It Pays"
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DOCTORS HONOR
MR. TERRY TATLOCK
Chief Radiological Technologist and
Director of the Radiology Department At
Murray Calloway County Hospital
4

The

Mr. Terry Tatlock

Medical Staffofthe Murray Calloway County
Hospital and the Calloway County Medical Society
would like to take this opportunity to publicly express
our appreciation ofMr. Terry Tatlock, ChiefRadiological
Technologist and Director of the X-ray Department of
the Murray Calloway County Hospital, and commend
himfor his 21 years ofdedicated service to the Murray
Calloway County Hospital, its physicians, staff and
patients. Mr. Tatlock has enabled this hospital and its
medical community to develop into a highly specialized
diagnostic center. His outstanding and innovative
,
management ofthe Department ofRadiology as well as
his leadership in establishing and implementing new
services, such as mammography, arteriography, ultrasonography, computerized axial tomography (CAT
scanning), MRI scanning, nuclear medicine as well as
the development ofthe Radiation Oncology Department
arejust afew of the services which he has helped to
implement.

In the spirit ofafine health care professional, he has also assisted in the training ofstudent
radiology technologists and has actually served as Chairman ofthe Advisory Board ofthe West
Kentucky School ofRadiology Technology. He has also served as a co-founder and the President of
thePurchase Area Society ofRadiological Technologist. He hasseen the Departmentgrowfrom two
technologists, one secretary and one radiologist in 1969 to a total of19 technologists, 11 ancillary
personnel and three radiologists in 1990. In examinations, this department has grown from
approximately 5,400 exams in 1969 to over 40,000 examinations in 1990.
Last but perhaps most important, wefeel his dedication to providing quality medical care to this
community in theform ofquality radiological examinations needed to be publicly recognized. The
physicians, staff, and patients might otherwise not realize the efforts ofthisfine gentleman as we
have come to takefor granted an excellent and high quality Radiology Department. Mr. Tatlock,
over the past 21 years has allowed us this assumption by his own dedication and excellent
direction and management.
The Medical Staff of the Murray Calloway County Hospital as well as the members of the
Calloway County Medical Society regret his leaving, but at this time wish to publicly thank himfor
his dedication, direction, camaraderie and integrity. We will miss him and wish him well in his
future endeavors.

Richard E. Blalock, M.D., President MCCH Medical Staff
John A. Yezerski, M.D., President Calloway County Medical Society
Resolution Ado ted B

Unanimous Vote At 11-27-90 Medical Staff Meeting
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